
A

NEW! cAsE® bArEhEAd pEANuts
Choose the blade configuration that best suits your needs! Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical 

steel blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields •2-7/8" closed. 

NEW! cAsE® duAl spEAr cANoEs
A brilliant new blade configuration to a favorite pattern! 
Features: Two Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
spear blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters 

and shields •3-5/8" closed. 

clip point blade 

ca34525 $46.99 ea.

clip point, spey 
and pen blades 

ca34527 

$52.99 ea.

clip point and 
pen blades 
ca34526 

$49.99 ea.

peacock 
Appaloosa

Diamond XX shield. 
ca26715 

$59.99 ea.

6.5 bonestag
Case Oval 

Script shield.
ca26771 

$69.99 ea.

Yellow 
synthetic

Case Oval shield. 
ca26797 

$49.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA34525
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA34527
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA34526
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26715
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26771
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA26797
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP400039
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA91005130
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New! case® emerald green bone pocketknives with worked bolsters
The fascinating color and worked bolsters bring these knives to life. Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Standard jigged Emerald Green bone handles 

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver worked bolsters and Case mushroom script shields •Velvet boxed.

Tribal Lock
Lockback •4-1/8" closed 
•Designed by Tony Bose. 

ca53254 $97.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

ca53253 $86.99 ea.

Lockback
3" closed. 
ca53252 

$89.99 ea.

Small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
ca53251 

$79.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

ca53250 $86.99 ea.

Barlow- 3-3/8" closed. 

ca53249 $93.99 ea.

Case has chosen the Barlow 
pattern for its 2019 Vault Release. 
Get yours while they're available!

All 
shown 
actual 

size!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA53254
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA53253
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA53252
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA53251
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA53250
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA53249
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LIMITED EDITION! ZIPPO® 
D-DAY 75th ANNIVERSARY 
COMMEMORATIVE SET  
This boxed set is a somber commemorative for the day 
allied soldiers stormed the beaches of Normandy, 
France as code-name Operation Neptune began. 
June 6, 1944 will forever be a day of remembrance.  
Features: Serialized Black Crackle® 1941Replica with 
D-Day Anniversary art •Antiqued brass medallion 
featuring the Supreme Headquarters Allied 
Expeditionary Force insignia •Copy of Dwight D. 
Eisenhower's Order of the Day letter to Soldiers, Sailors, 
and Airmen of the Allied Expedition •Foiled custom box. 

3

NEw! CASE® D-DAY 75th ANNIVERSARY TRAPPER
REMEMbER AND HONOR
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades with commemorative 
etches •Embellished natural bone handles with green color wash and black 
definition •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •4-1/8" closed •Limited 
edition with Case Long Tail C serialization •Certificate of authenticity •Jewel box 
with Genuine Case Collectable medallion.

CA11944 $126.99 ea.

ZP29930 $49.99 ea.

Custom 
packaging 
and letter.

JOIN US JUNE 22, 2019

I-40, Exit 407 (toward Pigeon Forge)
2320 Winfield Dunn Parkway, Sevierville, TN 37876

Smoky Mountain Knife Works celebrates 130 years 
of the iconic Case brand at our Sevierville, TN store. 

Join us Saturday, June 22 from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. EST 

CELEbRATION!  
fOR THE 

CASE®

when we host representatives from Case’s 
Bradford, PA factory, the Case National Sales 

Office and even custom knifemaker and 
Case collaborator Tony Bose! 

We’ll have serialized EXCLUSIVE 
event-only pieces, giveaways, mark-downs, 
on-site engraving (some restrictions apply), 

photo opportunities and more!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA11944
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29930
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CRAFTED WITH PRIDE & 
ATTENTION TO DETAIL!

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed. 
CA64130 

$112.99 ea. 

NEW!  
KicKstart® 

TrapperLock
Thumb stud •Stainless steel 

linerlock •Assisted 
opening mechanism!  

•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

CA64139 $149.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

CA64129 $96.99 ea.  

CasE® sTar spaNgLEd poCkETkNivEs
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades with master embellishments •3-D embellishment 
on front of natural bone handles •Brass pins and liners 
(except where noted) •Nickel silver bolsters.

Medium stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA64136 $89.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA64135 

$86.99 ea.

sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA64134 $103.99 ea.

russLock®- Nickel 
silver pins and liners 
•Stainless steel 
linerlock •4-1/8" closed. 

CA64133 $99.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

CA64132 $89.99 ea.

4

CasE® bLuE jiggEd boNE poCkETkNivEs
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Richly dyed blue Rogers corncob 

jigged bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and 
Case U.S.A. shields (except where noted).

small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed.
CA2804 

$44.99 ea.

Mini CopperLock®
3-5/8" closed.

CA2864 $55.99 ea.

peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA2802 

$45.99 ea.

Medium stockman/
squared bolsters

3-1/4" closed.

CA2806 $49.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
CA2800 

$49.99 ea. 

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
CA2838 

$48.99 ea.

Medium stockman/
rounded bolsters

3-5/8" closed.
CA2801 

$49.99 ea.

Close-up of 
Case U.S.A. 

shield.

small stockman
2-5/8" closed.

CA2865 $48.99 ea.

barlow- Embellished bolster 
•No shield •3-3/8" closed. 

CA2867 $57.99 ea.

Case has chosen the 
barlow pattern for its 

2019 vault release. 
get yours while 

they're available!

Half Whittler
3-1/4" closed.

CA2862 $48.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64130
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64139
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64129
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64136
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64135
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64134
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA64133
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ca64132
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2804
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2864
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2802
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2806
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2800
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2838
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2801
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2865
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2867
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2862
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case® Peacock 
aPPaloosa 

barlows
Features: Mirror-Polished 

Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Smooth Peacock Appaloosa bone 

handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters stamped with 

Case's iconic "XX" •3-3/8" closed.

spear and Pen blades 

CA22549 $64.99 ea.

clip Point blade CA22548 $61.99 ea.

5

New! case® 
Prime stag barlow
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades •XX® Prime Stag 
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 
silver bolsters with front embellishment 
•3-3/8" closed.

CA12397 $105.99 ea.

New! case® browN boNe 
cv PocketkNives

An elegant collection combining heirloom 
quality, utility, and timeless appeal. 

Features: Mirror-Polished 
Chrome Vanadium steel blades 

•Sawcut jigged brown bone 
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 

silver bolsters and "CASE XX®" 
oval shields (except where noted).

Pocket 
clip.

case has chosen the 
barlow pattern for its 2019 

vault release. get yours 
while they're available!

case has chosen 
the barlow 
pattern for 

its 2019 vault 
release. get 
yours while 

they're available!

tribal lock- Lockback 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed 
•Designed by Tony Bose. 

CA22753 $65.99 ea.

mini trapper- 3-1/2" closed. 

CA22752 $49.99 ea.

barlow- "CASE XX" 
engraved bolster (no 
shield) •3-3/8" closed. 

CA22751 $58.99 ea.

trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA22750 $49.99 ea.

case has chosen the 
barlow pattern for its 

2019 vault release. 
get yours while 

they're available!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA22549
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA22548
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA12397
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA22753
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA22752
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA22751
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA22750
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Ford Tough Trapper
Embellished natural bone 
handles with blue color 
wash and black definition 
•4-1/8" closed •Limited 
edition with Case Long 
Tail C serialization 
•Certificate of authenticity 
•Jewel box with Genuine 
Case Collectible medallion.

ca14323 $164.99 ea.

New! Case® Ford giFT seTs
Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters. 

CopperLock®
Embellished natural 

bone handles with 
brown color wash 

and black definition 
•4-1/4" closed 
•Wooden box.

ca14324 

$149.99 ea.

More 
Ford @

Pocket 
clip.

Medium stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

ca14316 $67.99 ea.

Ford Motor Company Trademarks 
and Trade Dress used under license to 

W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company.

Case® Ford kiriNiTe™ poCkeTkNives
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Polar Arctic Blue Kirinite™ handles •Brass pins 

and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Ford oval shields.
Case® Ford 
MiNi BLaCkhorN®
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blade 
•Lockback •Lightweight blue synthetic 
handles •Lanyard hole •3-1/8" closed.

ca14311 $19.99 ea.

kickstart® 
Mid-Folding hunter
Thumb stud •Linerlock 

•Assisted opening mechanism 
•Stainless steel liners •Nickel 

silver pins •Pocket clip •4" closed.

ca14321 $108.99 ea.

Medium stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

ca14305 $64.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
ca14301 

$63.99 ea.

Case® Ford sawCuT Jigged BLue BoNe poCkeTkNives
Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Sawcut jigged blue 

bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Ford oval shields.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

ca14315 $68.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14323
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14324
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14316
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14311
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14321
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14305
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14301
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA14315
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John Wayne, ™, 
DUKe, The DUKe and , are the exclusive 

trademarks of, and the John Wayne name, 
image, likeness and voice, and all other related 

indicia are the intellectual property of, John 
Wayne enterprises, LLC. © 2019. 

all rights reserved. www.johnwayne.comTrapper 
CA10703 

$64.99 ea.   

Tribal Lock 
CA10704 

$75.99 ea.   

Trapper 
GifT SeTS

4-1/8" closed 
•Certificates of 

authenticity 
•Case Long Tail C 
serialization •Case 

Collectable 
medallions 
•Gift boxes.

JOHN WaYNe TiN SiGNS
Features: Tin construction •Vibrant designs.

"Sign of Weakness"
12-1/2" x 16". sg2013

"another fine Day"
12-1/2" x 16". sg2228

Classic
12-1/2" x 16". sg2230

"Courage"
16" x 12-1/2". sg1429

7

NeW! 
embeLLiSHeD 

NaTuraL bONe 
pOCkeTkNiveS

Embellished natural 
bone handles with 

amber color wash and 
black definition.

SmOOTH CurLY Oak 
pOCkeTkNiveS  

Embellished blades •Smooth 
Curly Oak handles •Nickel silver 

"JW" shields •4-1/8" closed.  

portrait 
Embellished 

clip blade 
•Barnboard 

jigged dark red 
bone handles 

•Nickel silver 
"Red River D" 

shield. 
CA7444 

$98.99 ea.

CaSe® JOHN WaYNe COLLeCTiON 
There will never be another man to entertain and inspire us quite like "The Duke." This collection pays tribute to the 

character and giving spirit of John Wayne. Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

patriot
Laser embellished 
natural bone 
handles with red 
and blue color wash; 
front reads I AM AN 
OLD FASHIONED, 
HONEST TO 
GOODNESS, FLAG 
WAVING PATRIOT.   
CA10702 

$159.99 ea. 

YOur CHOiCe $9.99 ea.

3 Or mOre $7.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed 
•Wooden box. 
CA10706 

$149.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA10705 $103.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10703
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10704
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2228
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2230
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1429
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA7444
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10702
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10706
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10705
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RussLock®- Stainless steel 
linerlock •Pocket clip. 

ca52142 $73.99 ea.

Smooth NatuRaL BoNe
Embellished handle fronts 
•4-1/8" closed.

Pocket 
clip.

GRay JiGGed BoNe
The patterns in this family of knives are 
ready to slide into your pocket and hit 

the road on a new adventure! 
Nickel silver shields. 

Sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed. 

ca52138 $56.99 ea.

Cheetah®- Lockback 
•Nickel silver swing 

guard •4-3/8" closed. 
ca52137 

$82.99 ea.

RussLock®- Stainless 
steel linerlock •Pocket clip 
•4-1/8" closed. 

ca52136 $74.99 ea.

Lockback
3" closed. 
ca52211 

$79.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed.

ca52209 $78.99 ea.

8

daRk Red Smooth 
BoNe tRappeR 
Master blade etch 
•Embellished handle 
front •Brass pins 
and liners 
•4-1/8" closed. 
ca52147 

$55.99 ea.

trapper
Brass pins and liners. 

ca52141 $56.99 ea. HARLEY, HARLEY-DAVIDSON and the Bar & 
Shield Design are among the trademarks 

of H-D U.S.A., LLC. ©2019 H-D and its 
Affiliates. All Rights Reserved. W.R. Case 
& Sons Cutlery Company is a licensee of 

Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

haRLey-daVidSoN® CoLLeCtioN from CaSe®
Live to ride, ride to live. There is no better way to show your love for the open road than with a Case knife that bears the Harley-Davidson name. 

Features (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Nickel silver pins, liners and bolsters •Exclusive Harley-Davidson packaging.

BLue Smooth 
BoNe 
tRappeR
Embellished handle 
front 
•Brass 
pins and 
liners 
•4-1/8" closed.
ca52208 

$65.99 ea.

BLaCk Smoke kiRiNite™
The Stonewash finish is executed perfectly on the Chrome Vanadium blades to 

complete the rugged good looks of the handles.

RussLock®
Stainless steel linerlock 

•4-1/8" closed. 

ca52210 $86.99 ea.

miNi 
BLaCkhoRN® 

Locking blade 
•Smooth black 

synthetic handles with 
H-D insert •No liners or 
bolsters •3-1/8" closed.  

ca52177 

$19.99 ea. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52142
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52138
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52137
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52136
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52211
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52209
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52147
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52141
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52208
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52210
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52177
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FL-1 Flipper Framelock
Skeletonized stainless steel handle 

frame •Black G-10 front handle scale 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed.

CA52197 $27.99 ea.

Tags-L Linerlock- Thumb stud •Stainless steel handles 
•Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed. 

CA52083 $20.99 ea.

Tags-s Linerlock- Thumb 
stud •Black hard-coat 

stainless handles •Pocket 
clip •2-3/4" closed. 

CA52189 $19.99 ea.

Tj-1 Linerlock- Jimping throughout •Black coated blade •Thumb stud •Black 
G-10 handles •Blue titanium liners •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-1/2" closed.

CA52161 $21.99 ea.
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HaRLEY-DaVIDsON® COLLECTION from TEC X®  
Tec X is a brand of high-quality knives with stylish modern designs, engineered from high grade materials for lasting durability; but they won't 

break your wallet. Features: High Grade 440 stainless steel blades •Harley-Davidson artwork on the handle or blade.

TF-1 Orange Flames Linerlock- Thumb stud •Glass reinforced nylon/TPE 
handles •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

CA52119 $25.99 ea.

HDMC Linerlock- Thumb stud •Textured rubber handles •Lanyard hole 
•Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

CA52129 $25.99 ea.

FB-3 Neck Knife
Full tang •Black G-10 handles with Harley-Davidson logo •Double rivets •Bottle opener 
•Lanyard hole •6" overall •Kydex® sheath with lashing holes and adjustable neck cord.

CA52207 $28.99 ea.

HaRLEY-DaVIDsON® COLLECTION from zIppO®

 , ZIPPO,  ,  ,  , 
BLACK ICE , and OUL are 

registered trademarks 
in the name of Zippo 

Manufacturing Company. 
All Zippo lighter decorations 
are protected by copyright.  

© Zippo Manufacturing 
Company 2019.

©2019 H-D or its affiliates. 
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, HARLEY, H-D, 

and the Bar and Shield Logo are 
among the trademarks of H-D 

U.S.A., LLC. Zippo is a licensee of 
Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

shields
Street Chrome™.
zp29905 

$17.99 ea.

Flames
Satin Chrome.
zp29904 

$24.99 ea.

Classic shield
Gray. Emblem 
attached.
zp29822 

$34.99 ea.

CasE® 
HaRLEY-DaVIDsON® 
sHEaTHs
Features: Genuine leather 
construction embellished with 
the Harley-Davidson® logo •Snap 
closures (except where noted).

side Draw
3-3/4" overall •One size 

fits most medium to 
large Case patterns, 

including '18 medium 
stockman and '54 

trapper •No snap closure.

CA52100 $7.99 ea.

(also available) Medium
Fits knife to 4-1/2" closed. 

CA52099 $9.99 ea.

Large- Fits knife to 
5-1/2" closed. 
CA52098 

$9.99 ea.

HARLEY, HARLEY-DAVIDSON and the Bar & 
Shield Design are among the trademarks 

of H-D U.S.A., LLC. ©2019 H-D and its 
Affiliates. All Rights Reserved. W.R. Case 
& Sons Cutlery Company is a licensee of 

Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52197
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52083
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52189
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52161
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52119
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52129
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52207
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29905
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29904
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29822
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52100
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52099
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52098
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Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed.

CA786 $55.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.

CA784 $52.99 ea.Small Texas 
Toothpick- 3" closed. 

CA792 $47.99 ea.

Lockback
3" closed.

CA2758 $56.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed.
CA781 

$48.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA783 

$55.99 ea.

CaSe® PoCkeT worn® PoCkeTkniveS
Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Corn cob jigged 

Pocket Worn® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and oval script shields.

Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed. 
CA10304 

$49.99 ea.

Slimline Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA10303 $49.99 ea.

oLd red Bone

Seahorse whittler- 4-1/8" closed.

CA23658 $68.99 ea.

Small Stockman
2-5/8" closed.

CA10305 $49.99 ea.

BurnT Brown Bone

russLock®
Nickel silver pins and liners 

•Stainless steel linerlock 
•4-1/8" closed. 

CA23652 $64.99 ea.  

Slimline Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA23657 $53.99 ea.  

Saddlehorn
3-3/8" closed.  
CA23654 

$67.99 ea.  

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA23651 

$53.99 ea. 

Medium 
Stockman

3-5/8" closed. 
CA23656 

$56.99 ea.  

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA23650 $56.99 ea.  

Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed. 
CA23653 

$53.99 ea.  

Peanut
2-7/8" closed.  
CA23655 

$49.99 ea.  

More 
Pocket Worn @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA786
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA784
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA792
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA2758
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA781
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA783
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10304
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10303
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23658
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10305
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23652
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23657
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23654
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23651
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23656
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23650
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23653
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA23655
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YOUR CHOICE 

$11.99 ea. 

BUY all 11
 and SavE!

 
cajwset11 

 $109.99 per set

Each kit contains all the pieces 
needed to complete a pattern.

Hardwood Trapper Kit shown.

CaSE® wOOd knIfE kItS Build your own collectiBles!
Enjoy the experience of building your very own Case knife! A great project for children and adults to do together. The pieces are hand cut 
and hand packaged right here in the USA! Features: Unsharpened •Completed knife will "walk and talk" •Ages 7 and up. Each kit includes 

(except where noted): Blades, liners, handles and shields all cut from American hardwood •Metal pins •Complete instructions.

Produced under license 
for Smoky Mountain 

Knife Works, Inc.

Cherry Canoe
3-1/2" closed. 
ca12131c

Small texas 
toothpick

Shield is laser engraved 
on front scale •3" closed. 

ca10096w

Mini trapper
Shield is laser 

engraved on front 
scale •3-1/2" closed. 

ca207w

Peanut 
Shield is laser 
engraved on 

front scale 
•2-7/8" closed. 
ca220w

walnut Canoe
3-1/2" closed. 
ca12131w

trapper
4-1/8" closed.
ca1254w

Muskrat
3-7/8" closed.
camuskw

tear drop- Shield 
is laser engraved 

on front scale 
•3-5/8" closed.
catB12028

Mini Copperlock®
Working spring action 

lockback •3-5/8" closed. 
ca11749L

tribal lock
Working spring 
action lockback 
•4-1/8" closed.
catB112010w

doctor's knife
Shield is laser engraved on 
front scale •3-3/4" closed.

ca1285w

scan to see How to Build your 
very own case doctor's Knife.

CaSE® faMIlY SERIES 
"GRandPa" tRaPPER
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Smooth natural bone handles with 
embellished front •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
and shield •4-1/8" closed 
•Gift tin.
ca10373 

$62.99 ea.

CaSE® zaC BROwn Band 
"MY Old Man" tRaPPER
Case® has teamed up with Zac Brown's 
Georgia-based metal shop, Southern Grind. 
This release is named after the hit single 
of the same name, which pays tribute to 
Zac Brown's own father. Features: Mirror-
Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Amber washed natural bone handles, 
laser embellished with "My Old Man" 
•4-1/8" closed •Gift box with Case 
Collectable medallion and a place for your 
personal photograph •Certificate of authenticity 
•Includes Zac Brown Band guitar pick.

Personalize 
with your 

own photo!

ca48260 $157.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CAJWSET11
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA12131C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10096W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA207W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA220W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA12131W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA1254W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CAMUSKW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CATB12028
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA11749L
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CATB112010W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA1285W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA10373
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA48260
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Shown disassembled.

Case® amber bone PoCKeTKnIVes
All feature (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Jigged amber bone handles •Brass pins and liners 

•Nickel silver bolsters and shields. 

Hobo® Knife- Stainless steel fork and 
spoon •Nickel silver pins and liners 

•4-1/8" closed.

ca052 $96.99 ea.
(also available) 

Hobo® Leather sheath 

ca1049 $7.99 ea.

Tip: Extra care is needed with chrome 
vanadium. Keep a thin film of oil on the 
blade to maintain the finish of the steel.

stockman
3-7/8" closed. 

ca6347SS $53.99 ea.

Hunter Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

ca149 $86.99 ea.

medium stockman
3-5/8" closed. ca6318SS

(also available) 
Chrome Vanadium ca6318

YoUr CHoICe $49.99 ea.

mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
ca6207 

$46.99 ea.

mini CopperLock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

ca133 $55.99 ea.

Trapper with 
Pocket Clip

4-1/8" closed.

ca6540 $65.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 
ca6254SS 

(also available) 
Chrome Vanadium 

ca6254
YoUr CHoICe 

$49.99 ea.

mini CopperLock®- Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

ca70418 $44.99 ea. 

mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 709029

(also available) 
Tru-sharp™ 

surgical steel 
ca80029

YoUr CHoICe 

$39.99 ea.

Case® YeLLoW DeLrIn® CHrome VanaDIUm (Carbon sTeeL) PoCKeTKnIVes
Many Case knife users and collectors prefer chrome vanadium blades. Chrome vanadium is often referred to as carbon 

steel and is widely known for its ease of sharpening. Features (except where noted): Chrome vanadium blades 
•Yellow Delrin® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.  

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 
ca3254

(also available) 
Tru-sharp™ surgical 

steel ca80161 
YoUr CHoICe 

$42.99 ea.

medium stockman
3-5/8" closed. ca3318 

(also available) Tru-sharp™ 
surgical steel ca80035 

YoUr CHoICe 

$42.99 ea.

Fishing Knife
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades •4-1/4" closed •Shield 
is embedded hook sharpener
•Scaler blade with hook 
disgorger •Clip blade.
ca120 

$52.99 ea.

sod buster®- No bolsters or shield •4-5/8" closed.  

ca038 $29.99 ea.
(also available) 
sod buster Jr.®

No bolsters or shield •3-5/8" closed. ca032
Tru-sharp™ surgical steel ca80032

YoUr CHoICe $27.99 ea.

Trappers with Pocket Clips
4-1/8" closed. ca30114 

(also available) 
Tru-sharp™ surgical steel 

ca81091
YoUr CHoICe $53.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

KicKstart® 
mid Folding Hunter

Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blade •Thumb stud •Linerlock 

•Assisted opening mechanism! 
•Stainless steel liners •Nickel 

silver pins •Pocket clip 
•4" closed.

ca80265 $90.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

KicKstart® 
mid Folding Hunter

Thumb stud •Linerlock 
•Assisted opening 

mechanism! •Stainless 
steel liners •Nickel silver 

pins •Pocket clip 
•4" closed.

ca3015 $99.99 ea.

Large stockman
4-1/4" closed. 

ca203 $49.99 ea. 

Pocket 
clip.

Pocket 
clip.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA052
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA1049
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6347SS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA149
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6318SS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6318
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6207
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA133
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6540
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6254SS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6254
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA70418
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=709029
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA80029
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3254
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA80161
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3318
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA80035
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA120
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA038
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA032
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA80032
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA30114
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA81091
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA80265
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3015
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA203
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Secondary 6.5 blade 

tang stampings remind 

you these knives are 
XXTRA SPECIAL

Sowbelly
3-7/8" closed.

CA65313 $69.99 ea.

Tribal Lock
4-1/8" closed.

CA65312 $68.99 ea.

CaSe® 6.5 BONeSTag POCkeTkNiveS
Made to look beautifully worn, this genuine bone handle's honey and amber tones are accented with special jigging, and then hand-flamed, 

resulting in the look and feel of authentic stag antler. Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•6.5 BoneStag handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.  

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA3578 $58.99 ea.

Slimline 
Trapper

4-1/8" closed. 
CA65307 

$54.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed

•Leather belt sheath. 

CA3574 $89.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA3573 $58.99 ea.

Tear Drop
3-5/8" closed. 
CA65308 

$59.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
CA65305 

$55.99 ea.

RussLock®
Nickel silver pins and 
liners •Stainless steel 
linerlock •4-1/8" closed.

CA65303 $66.99 ea.

The look of stag 
in an attractive 

bone handle!

Sod 
Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed. 
CA65310 

$55.99 ea.

Mako® Lockback
Glazed finish blade 
•Brass bolsters with 
embellishment •No 
shield •4-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

CA6921 $102.99 ea.

KicKstart® 
Mid Folding Hunter

Thumb stud •Linerlock 
•Assisted opening mechanism! 

•Stainless steel liners •Nickel 
silver pins •Pocket clip 

•4" closed.

CA65314 $106.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Barlow- 3-3/8" closed.

CA65316 $64.99 ea.

Case has chosen 
the Barlow 
pattern for 

its 2019 vault 
Release. get 
yours while 

they're available!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65313
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65312
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3578
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65307
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3574
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA3573
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65308
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65305
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65303
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65310
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA6921
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65314
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA65316
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Case® ColleCtor/trader 
knives & pistols 
rolling tote 
Features: Heavy duty nylon construction with 
wheels •Case® graphic on front •Padded interior 
•(2) compartments with double zipper closures 
(will accommodate locks--not included) •Knife 
compartment--capacity for (63) knives on (3) 
panels with elastics for (21) knives each •Holster 
compartment--one each small, medium and large 
nylon construction holsters with velcro attachment 
to keep pistols secure against tote wall when 
transporting •Tote measures 15-1/4" x 13-1/2" x 
5-1/2" •Nylon handle straps •Retractable luggage 
style handle extends to 39-1/2" tall.

caac190 ColleCtor's speCial $44.99 ea.

Heavy/
Bulky Item: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

Plenty 
of storage 

for your 
knives 

and pistols! 

Guns and knives not included.

large- 5" overall •Fits larger 
patterns and thicker handles.

ca50232 $7.99 ea.

Case® paste
Case Paste is the premier polishing paste for most 
metals, especially Case knife blades.  It will restore 

shine to bolsters, blades and shields leaving your knife 
looking like new.  Also works great on chrome, silver, 

aluminum, brass and more! Features: 1.76 oz tube 
•Instructions included •Made in USA.

©W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery 
Company. Produced under 
license by Smoky Mountain 

Knife Works, Inc.

dealer Box of 24
Full color counter 

display box included. 
caP24 

$99.00 per 24

single tube 

caP01 $4.99 ea.

Case® leather Belt sheaths
Features: Genuine leather construction. 

large- Fits knife to 
5-1/2" closed 
•Snap closure. 
ca9027
(also available)
Medium- Fits knife 
to 4" closed 
•Snap closure. 
ca9026

side draws

Medium- Fits most medium to 
large Case patterns, including '18 

and '54 trapper •3-3/4" overall.

ca50148 $5.99 ea.

trapper 
ca980 

$7.99 ea.
YoUr ChoiCe  
$7.99 ea.

soft leather- Fits many 
popular medium Case patterns, 
including '549L, '54, '11.5L, '265L, 
'953L and more •Measures 
5" overall •Snap closure.

ca50003 $8.99 ea.

new! 
open top sheath 
large- Fits most large 
patterns, including '54, '2010L, 
and '549L •5-1/4" overall.   

ca50289 $8.99 ea.

Case® gentleMan's kniFe roll  
Holds many popular medium Case patterns like the '18, 
'54 and more! Features: Holds 4 knives •Genuine leather 
construction •Cotton flannel lining •Thick foam padding 

separates and protects knives •Case logo imprint on 
outside •Measures 7-7/8" x 8-1/4" •Made in USA 

•Knives not included.  

ca50246 $29.99 ea.

handle 
extends 
to 39-1/2"!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CAAC190
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50232
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CAP24
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CAP01
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9027
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA9026
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50148
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA980
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50289
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50246
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Case® ILLUMINaTeD DOMe DIsPLaY
Features: Cherry wood base with magnetic posts •Plexiglass cover •A blue light strip 
is embedded in rear of base, illuminating the edges of the dome and the Case name 
and logo when connected to electrical outlet •Base measures 16-7/8" x 4-5/8" x 7/8" 

•Dome measures 16" x 4-3/4" x 6" •Made in USA •Holds up to (6) knives (not included). 

CA22850 $79.99 ea.

Black Oxford
Mesh back 
•Grey front. 
CA52504 

$22.99 ea.

LIghTers

Case® CaPs  
Features: Embroidered Case logo 
•Adjustable straps •Made in USA.  

red Case® Logo
Satin Chrome. 

CA52470 $15.99 ea. 

Case® WOODeN sIgN  
Features: Rustic wood with screen print logo •Measures 
17" x 12" x 1" •Hanging bracket included •Made in USA.  

CA50240 $47.99 ea.

Case® LICeNse PLaTes 
OVaL- Made of 

95% recycled 
aluminum 
•7" x 12".
CA52441 

$6.99 ea.

Oval Logo on silver 

CA50006 $5.99 ea.

TraDITIONaL- Aluminum •12" x 6".  

Usa Flag

CA50128 $6.99 ea.

Case® Logo 
Black Matte.  
CA52478 

$21.99 ea. 

Made in Bradford 
Street Chrome™.  

CA52479 

$16.99 ea. 

NeW! 
New era red  

CA52452 $21.99 ea.   

NeW! Camo 
Velcro strap.  
CA52453 

$26.99 ea. 

Case® MagNeTIC DIsPLaY sTaND
Features: Acrylic composition •3-5/8" overall.   

CAMDS $9.99 ea.  

Knife not included.
Two extra strong magnets 

hold your knife in place.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA22850
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52504
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52470
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50240
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52441
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50006
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA50128
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52478
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52479
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52452
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA52453
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CAMDS
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Pattern 128 Framelock- Stainless 
steel handles •Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed. 

BR61128 $29.99 ea.   

NEW! BEAR EDGE™ STAINLESS STEEL KNIVES 
Features: 440 stainless steel construction. 

RECEIVE A FREE BEAR HAT
with purchase of these select 

Bear Edge™ EDC Folders! 
Limit one per order. Hat may vary from photo. 

Offer expires 7/1/19.  

NEW! BEAR EDGE™ EDC FOLDERS  
Features: 440 USA stainless steel blades •Ultra-Smooth 
ball bearing action •Lanyard holes (except where 
noted) •Built in the USA.  

Pattern 102 Sideliner- Green G10 handles 
•Reversible pocket clip •4-1/2" closed. 

BR61102 $44.99 ea.

Pattern 103 ASSISTED OPENING Sideliner
Aluminum handles •Reversible pocket clip •4-1/2" closed. 

BR61103 $44.99 ea.

Pattern 106 ASSISTED OPENING Sideliner
Zytel® handles •Reversible pocket clip 
•No lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed. 

BR61106 $29.99 ea.

Pattern 107 Sideliner- Black and silver aluminum 
handles •Reversible pocket clip •4-1/2" closed. 

BR61107 $29.99 ea.

Pattern 117 ASSISTED OPENING Lockback 
Aluminum handles •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed. 

BR61117 $29.99 ea.

Pattern 121 ASSISTED OPENING Sideliner- Aluminum 
handles •Glass breaker •Pocket clip •4-7/8" closed. 

BR61121 $44.99 ea.

Large- 3-1/4" closed. 

BR71525 $11.99 ea.

Small- 2-3/4" closed. 

BR71524 $9.99 ea.

SLIm PROFILE LOCKBACKS
Thumb holes •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes.

KEyChAIN 
FRAmELOCK 
Bottle opener 
•2-7/8" closed. 
BR61523 

$9.99 ea.
Shown in use.

ultra-smooth ball 
bearing action!

Push bottle 
opener to 

release key 
ring.

slim profile is pocket perfect!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61128
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61102
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61103
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61106
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61107
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61117
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61121
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR71525
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR71524
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR61523
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bear & son butterfly knives
Features: Safety locking levers •5" closed.

satin finish high carbon stainless steel blades
Epoxy coated cast metal handles.

customer favorite!

black
br114b

silver vein
br114

neW!
black ti-coated 440 stainless steel blades

neW! bear & son black delrin® lightWeights  
You can’t go wrong with one of these every-day-carry knives in your pocket. 
Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •Black Delrin® handles.

White smooth bone 
brWSb17

black g-10 
brGb17b

neW! bear & son branded bone pocketknives
Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •White smooth bone handles with laser embellished B&S logo and bear paw prints 
•Nickel silver bolsters •3-3/4" closed. 

cowhand™- Pocket clip. brWbjb149l $69.99 ea.

lockback 

brWbjb05 $54.99 ea.

neW! bear & son sWing guard lockbacks
Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •Nickel silver bolsters •4-3/8" closed.

india stag bone 

br511 $64.99 ea. 

rosewood 
br211r 

$54.99 ea.

White smooth bone 

brWSb11 $64.99 ea.

trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 

br354 $24.99 ea.
large- 5" closed •Nylon sheath. 

br397 $29.99 ea.

small- 3" closed. 

br326 $19.99 ea.

Medium- 3-3/4" closed. 

br305 $19.99 ea.

lockbacks

your choice 

$79.99 ea.

your choice 

$39.99 ea.

More Butterflies @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR114B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR114
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWSB17
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRGB17B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWBJB149L
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWBJB05
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR511
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR211R
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BRWSB11
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR354
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR397
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR326
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BR305
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Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 110 bu383 $10.99 ea.

Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 112 bu396 $10.99 ea.

BUCK® LoCKBaCKS
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Crelicam® Ebony handles (except 
where noted) •Brass pins, liners and bolsters.
ModeL 112 RangeR 
4-1/4" closed •Black leather belt sheaths.

a.  Traditional bu394 $54.99 ea.
(also available) 
Finger grooved bu450 $64.99 ea.

ModeL 110 FoLding HUnTeRS® 
4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

B.  Finger grooved bu388 $69.99 ea.

(also available) Traditional bu381 $44.99 ea.

C. PoCKeT Size ModeL 55®- American walnut handles •3-3/8" closed.

bu5684 $49.99 ea.

a

C

B

Proudly Made 
in the USa

LT- Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Glass filled nylon 
handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed •Black heavy duty 
polyester belt sheath.

bu11553 $26.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11816 $24.99 ea.

Pro- Features: S30V stainless steel blade •G-10 handles •Brushed 
nickel silver bolsters and liners •Nickel silver pins 
•4-7/8" closed •Black leather belt sheath.

bu11689 $99.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11968 $89.99 ea.

BUCK® 110 FoLding HUnTeR® LoCKBaCKS

Proudly Made 
in the USa

QUICKFIRE® ASAP OPENING
To safely open: 
1. Unlock safety. Pull safety lock back (A). 
2. Open blade. Push forward on blade thumb    
 stud (B).
To safely close: 
1. Unlock and close blade. (Push down on  
 metal rocker on top of handle.) 
2. Push safety lock forward (safe).
 Sliding safety lock keeps blade
 closed until ready for use.

BUCK® QUiCKFiRe® aSSiSTed oPening FoLdeR
The QuickFire® has a high tech design combining a traditional lockback with an assisted opening blade. Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade 
•Thumb stud for one hand ambidextrous deployment •Mid-lock system provides durable locking strength •High impact ETP handles •Dual 
springs for easy, safe blade release •Removable, discreet carry stainless steel pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

bu5982 $39.99 ea.

Proudly Made 
in the USa

BUCK® HUnTing KniveS
All feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Leather sheaths. Black Phenolic Knives feature: Aluminum guards and pommels. 
Cocobolo Knives feature: Brass guards and pommels.

102 woodSManS®- 7-3/4" overall.

d. Black Phenolic bu498 $57.99 ea.
(also available) 
Cocobolo bu1287 $74.99 ea.

105 PaTHFindeRS®- 9-1/8" overall.

e. Black Phenolic bu363 $59.99 ea.
(also available) 
Cocobolo bu7806 $79.99 ea.

120 geneRaLS- 12" overall.

F. Cocobolo bu7808 $99.99 ea.
(also available) 
Black Phenolic bu2542 $89.99 ea.

d

F

e

Proudly Made 
in the USa
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Proudly Made 
in the USA

yoUr choice

$29.99 ea.
(also available)
red bu12006
chartreuse bu12014

110 folding hUnterS- 4-7/8" closed. 

yoUr choice $89.99 ea.

bUck® 110 & 112 SliM Pro lockbAckS
These slim versions possess the same traditional features but sport upgraded materials and a more modern look. With decreases in weight 
and thickness, they are even better for everyday carry. Features: Cryogenically treated S30V stainless steel blades with Advanced Edge2x™ 
technology •Thumb studs •Removable, reversible stainless steel deep carry pocket clips allow for quick and easy access in any situation.

bUck® 110 & 112 SliM Select lockbAckS
These versions of the 110 and 112 were developed as a modern solution for everyday carry. With slim, colorful profiles, you now have the
long awaited 110 with a clip, competitively priced. Features: Cryogenically treated 420 HC stainless steel blades with Advanced Edge2x™ 
technology •Thumb studs •Removable, reversible stainless steel deep carry pocket clips allow for quick and easy access in any situation
•Glass filled nylon handles.

112 rAngerS- 4-1/4" closed. 

yoUr choice $79.99 ea.

112 rAngerS- 4-1/4" closed.

od green Micarta bu12105

black bu11878 blue bu12008

red bu12020 chartreuse bu12028

black g-10 bu12103

brown Micarta bu12104

black g-10 bu12106

od green Micarta 
bu12108 brown Micarta bu12107

Each includes a 
pocket clip.

Each includes a 
pocket clip.

110 folding hUnterS- 4-7/8" closed. 

yoUr choice

$26.99 ea.
(also available)
black bu11881
blue bu12022

bUck® liMited ProdUction  PocketkniveS
Features: 420 J2 stainless steel blades with master embellishments •Glacier Blue 
smooth bone handles •Nickel silver pins, bolsters, shields and liners. 

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
bu12045

toothpick
4" closed. 
bu12044 

Small 
Stockman 

3-1/4" closed. 
bu12043

canoe
3-5/8"
closed. 
bu12042 

yoUr choice 

$24.99 ea.

Proudly Made 
in the USA

last of our 

inventory!
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gerber® L.S.T.® SerieS
Features: 400 series stainless steel blades •Glass-filled nylon handles 
•Lanyard holes.
Drop Point- 3-1/2" closed. G6009 $19.99 ea.
(also available) Ultralight L.S.T.®- 2-3/4" closed. G6050 $12.99 ea.

gerber® gaTor® MacheTeS
Features: High carbon steel blades with precison ground sawtooth spines 
•GatorGrip® rubber overmold handles •Double rivets •Lanyard 
holes with cords •Riveted reinforced nylon belt sheaths.

Full Size
25-1/2" overall. 

G758 

$19.99 ea.

gerber® FLaTiron FraMeLockS
The hottest trend in the knife industry - the cleaver! Simply unfold 
and chop! Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades 
•Reverse curvature of the blade spine keeps knuckles away from 
cutting surface •Stainless steel handle frames •Thumb holes •Pocket 
clips •4-3/4" closed. 

Both feature
a pocket clip.

g-10 Scale G1495 $39.99 ea.

aluminum Scale 

G1494 $34.99 ea.

gerber® Strongarm FixeD bLaDeS
Features: Black ceramic coated 420 HC stainless 
steel blades •Full tangs •Coyote brown (except 
where noted) rubber overmolded, glass-filled nylon 
handles with diamond texture •Striking pommels 
•Lanyard holes •9-7/8" overall •MOLLE compatible molded 
synthetic sheaths with multiple carry options and snap-
together components.
Plain G01058 Partially Serrated G1059
(also available) Partially Serrated/black G1060
yoUr choice $69.99 ea.

gerber® cenTer-Drive MULTiTooLS
A game-changing multi-tool designed for real life, heavy-duty work. One-thumb 
opening design allows for quick deployment of the full size tools you depend on most--
the pliers, the blades, and the screwdriver. Features: All 420 HC stainless steel construction 
•Full size knife blades •Full size spring-loaded pliers with X-Channel Rail System •Rotatable 
carbide wire cutters and strippers •Pry bar with nail puller and bottle opener •Awl •File 
•Magnetic flathead and Phillips screwdrivers •Extra-long 3.2" magnetic bit driver, 
which opens to align with the center axis of the tool for torque and 
rotation •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed •Fabric belt sheath.

G1193n $89.99 ea.
(also available) center-Drive with bit Set
Torx bits-- #10, #15 •Square-- #1, #2 •Cross-- #1, #3 
•Flat-- 5/32", 7/32", 1/4" •Hex-- 9/64", 5/32", 3/16". 

G1194n $99.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

#1 supplier of tools to u.s. Military

jr.- 18-3/4" overall. 

G759 $14.99 ea.

the Gator Grip 
keeps tasks 

comfortable and 
securely in hand.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G6009
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G6050
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G758
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1494
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G01058
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1059
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1060
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1194N
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G759
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SHARD™/
MINI PARAFRAME™ COMBO 

You get a great EDC knife PLUS a handy tool with 
this dynamic duo! Shard features: Stainless steel 
construction •Pry bar •Large and small flathead 

screwdrivers •Wire stripper/puller •Bottle opener 
•Cross driver •Lanyard hole •2-3/4" overall. 
Mini Paraframe Framelock features: High 
carbon stainless steel blade •Stainless steel 

handle frame •Pocket clip •3" closed.   

G3531 $9.99 per set 

  MSRP $20
Pocket clip.

CRuCIAl™ 
MultI-PlIER®
Features: Stainless steel 
linerlocking blade •Stainless 
steel components •Green 
and bronze aluminum 
handles •Needlenose/
regular pliers •Wire cutters 
•Phillips screwdriver 
•Flathead screwdriver 
•Bottle opener •Pocket clip 
•Carabiner clip (non load 
bearing) •3-5/8" closed. 

G238N $19.99 ea. 

  MSRP $58 Pocket clip.

Carabiner 
shown 
in use.

Pocket clip.

MINI SuSPENSION™ 
MultItOOl

Features: Surgical stainless steel 
construction •Spring loaded pliers 

•Phillips screwdriver •Small and
medium screwdrivers •Tweezers

•Nail file •Nail scraper •Lanyard
ring •2-5/8" closed. 

G3604 $12.99 ea.

REMIx™ tACtICAl lINERlOCk
Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Black G-10 
handles; finger hole allows for different grip positions to suit your 
situation •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5" closed. 

G1100 $19.99 ea. MSRP $42 MSRP $23

AIRlIFt™/BARBIll™ COMBO
Airlift™ Framelock features: Satin finish 5Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Stainless steel handle frame 
•Tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed. Barbill™ Wallet features: Lightweight, corrosion resistant, 
stonewash finished, heavy duty stainless steel construction with security bumper on one end •Flexible elastic band 
secures up to (7) cards of varying widths •Integrated bottle opener •Slim profile, measuring 2-1/4" x 3-1/2" x 1/4".  
G3540 

$16.99 
per combo   

  MSRP $76
 (also available separately) Airlift™ Framelock G3315 $12.99 ea.   MSRP $29

PARAFRAME™/SuSPENSION™ COMBO
Paraframe features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Stainless steel framelock handle •Pocket clip 
•4-1/8" closed. Suspension Multitool features: 100% stainless steel construction •Locking outboard 
tools •Partially serrated blade •Spring loaded needlenose/regular pliers •Real cross driver •Wire 
stripper •Wire cutter •Scissors •Small, medium and large flathead screwdrivers •Can opener 
•Bottle opener •Awl •File •Ruler •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed •Nylon belt sheath.  

G3711 $36.99 per combo 

  MSRP $85

ClOSEOutS! 

SHARD™
Features: Titanium coated 

stainless steel construction 
•Pry bar •Small and large 

flathead screwdrivers 
•Wire stripper/puller 

•Bottle opener •Crosshead 
screwdriver •Lanyard hole 

•2-3/4" overall.
G1769

$3.99 ea. 

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

huge 
savings 

off msrp!

MSRP $6.95

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3531
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G238N
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3604
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1100
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3540
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3315
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G3711
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=G1769
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your choice 

$19.99 ea.

GarberG
The ultimate knife for any 
bushcrafter and the first full tang 
knife produced by Mora®! Features: 
3.8mm thick Scandi grind edges 
•Blade spines ground at a 90º 
angle specifically for use with 
a fire starter (not included) and 
capable of shaving wood for tinder 
•Robust, rugged polyamide handles 
•Lanyard holes •9" overall •MOLLE 
compatible, plastic Multi-Mount 
sheaths with multiple carry options 
and a built-in click lock to keep the 
knife secure.

morakniv® knives by mora of sweden
300 years of superior sharpness and outstanding toughness using one of the world's best steels! 

Multi-Mount sheath 
shown apart.

semi-matte finish stainless steel blade fs12642 $79.99 ea.

blackened carbon steel blade fs13147 $89.99 ea.

clipper
Features: High carbon steel blade •Black and red rubber 
handle •8-1/2" overall •Black composition sheath with 
drain hole and belt clip.

fs840 $16.99 ea.
A real 

work knife!

crafT knives 
The Mora Craft knives were designed for hard-working people who need dependable blades 
for a variety of tasks. Features: Perfectly balanced carbon steel blades •Ergonomic impact 
resistant rubber handles are slightly oversized to fit better in your hand •Molded finger 
guards for optimum safety •8" overall •Combi-sheaths. 

pro c- 2mm thick 
blade •Black and 
burgundy handle.
fs12243 

$12.99 ea.

robusT
3.2mm 
extra thick
blade
•Black and 
grey handle.  

fs12249 $17.99 ea.  

companion heavy duTy
Features: Heavy duty 3.2mm thick 
carbon steel blade •Black rubber 
handle with soft high friction grip 
•9" overall •Olive drab plastic sheath.

fs12494 $24.99 ea.

(also available)
stainless steel/dark Green fs11827 

stainless steel/orange fs11824 
high carbon steel/dark Green fs11863

companion
Features: High friction grip handles •7-1/2" overall •Composition sheaths in corresponding colors.

stainless steel/black fs12141

black/military Green
8-1/4" overall. fs13249

black/desert
8" overall. fs13248

basic 511
Features: High quality carbon steel blades (make sure to keep clean and oiled to prevent corrosion) 
•Impact resistant TPE handles with integrated guards 
•Black composition sheaths. 

your choice 

$9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12642
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13147
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS840
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12243
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12249
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12494
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11827
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11824
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS11863
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS12141
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13249
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FS13248
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Up to 45 different manual 
operations go into each 

Helle Knife.

Speider- For anyone who likes a solid and lightweight 
general purpose knife •Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel 

blade •Stainless steel guard •7-7/8" overall.

HF5 $69.00 ea.

Viking- Triple laminated carbon steel blade •8-1/2" overall.

HF01 $114.00 ea.

Dokka Lockback- A classic all-purpose folding knife •Integrated 
steel liners •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

HF200 $169.00 ea.

Helle Factory 
in norway.

heLLe® kniVeS - The worLD'S SharpeST STeeL bLaDeS
Brothers Steinar and Sigmund Helle started knife production in the old forge on their farm in Holmedal, Norway, 
in 1932. Though today the company occupies a modern facility, much of the production is done manually. Helle 
knives are carried around the world by professional hunters, scouts and outdoorsmen. Features (except where 
noted): Triple laminated stainless steel blades •Curly birch handles •Leather belt sheaths •Made in Norway. 

GT- Aluminum guard 
•9-3/8" overall. 

HF36 $159.00 ea.

Temagami- Designed by Les Stroud •Triple laminated carbon steel blade 
•Handle shape allows for solid control of the knife in more positions

•Double rivets •Lanyard hole •8-3/4" overall •Scandinavian
style sheath holds the knife securely without

snaps or straps.

HF301 $189.00 ea.

eggen- A stout hunting knife with a 
substantial handle •8-1/2" overall. 

HF75 $114.00 ea.

Sigmund
Designed by two generations of Helle men, representing
over 80 years of tradition, with blade designed by father 
Sigmund Helle in the early 1930s •Stacked beech and 
darkened oak wood handle with leather spacers was 
designed by son Torodd Helle in 2012 •8-3/4" overall.

HF77 $154.00 ea.
Helle

triple-laminated
blade steel.

harding- The curly birch is combined with darkened oak 
•Leather spacers •Brass end screw •8-1/4" overall.

HF99 $149.00 ea.

Lappland- Designed by Ragnar Bull •The all purpose knife of the Sami people of the Arctic region •Hefty feel 
•Sometimes called a baby machete •Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blade, fairly thin for slicing •13-1/8" overall.
HF70 

$174.00 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF5
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF01
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF200
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF77
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF99
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HF70
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KS8710 $18.95 ea. 
MSRP $29.99

NEW! KErshaW®
reverb XL Framelock- With a longer, upswept blade and maintaining the slim height and width, the 
Reverb XL is substantial without being bulky--great for outdoor activities. 
Features: Titanium carbo-nitride coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•Blue-gray G-10 handle scale with carbon fiber overlay on front 
•Titanium carbo-nitride coated 
stainless steel handle frame 
•Extra-deep-carry, single position 
pocket clip •Carabiner (non load 
bearing) •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed.

KS1225 $29.99 ea. MSRP $44.99
XCOM Linerlock- Designed by Les George. Inspired by a classic US World 
War II trench knife, but instead of being a fixed 
blade the XCOM is a convenient folder. 
Features: Black oxide coated 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blade •Thumb disk •Black 
glass-filled nylon handles 
•Reversible, tip up, deep carry 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

KS3425 $29.99 ea. MSRP $44.99
Turismo Framelock
Smaller than it's bigger brother, the Collateral, the 
Turismo is perfect as a compact EDC. 
Features: Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blade •Thumb ridges •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening with SLT (Spring-Loaded Tab) 
•Black oxide coated stainless steel handle frame 
•Reversible, tip up, deep carry pocket clip •3-7/8" closed.

KS5505 $39.99 ea. MSRP $59.99
antic Framelock- Slide your pinkie through the oversized ring 
for a karambit-style grip. Features: Bead-blasted finish 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Blue 
PVD coated stainless steel handle frame •Pocket clip •Bottle opener 
•Flathead screwdriver/pry tip •Oversized lanyard hole/keyring •3-3/4" closed.

spECiaL purChasE! KErshaW® 
ThrEE-QuarTEr TON LiNErLOCK
Features: Flat ground, satin finish 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges 
•Black glass-filled nylon impact resistant 
handles with Santoprene™ inserts •Wrench 
shaped, tip-down carry pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •3-7/8" closed. KS1446 $9.99 ea. MSRP $27.95

24

NEW! EsEE® iMLay™ rEsCuE KNiFE
Developed by the ESEE team during their SAR, swiftwater, 

and recreational rope activities, the Imlay features a 
blunted tip for safer use around tensioned ropes or 

rescue subjects. Features: One piece 440C 
stainless steel construction •Flat ground, 

partially serrated blade •Thumb ridges 
•O2 slot •Carabiner hole 

•5-7/8" overall •Black injection 
molded sheath with clip plate 

and injection molded,
secure secondary 

retention strap.
ESEEIMLAY 

$69.99 ea.
10% of gross sales for the Imlay Rescue knife go to 

support operational costs of RAT-SAR, a 501(c)3 non-
profit, all volunteer search and rescue organization. 
Learn more by visiting their website: www.ratsar.org

Clip 
plate.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=KS8710
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Made in Finland 
for over 100 years 

with the world's 
finest steel.

Marttiini outdoor knives  
Marttiini is a leader in the manufacture of hunting and fishing knives. Janne Marttiini began as a blacksmith in Northern Finland in 1902, making scythes, 
axes, small tools and handmade knives. By 1928, his knifemaking skills and production methods were excellent and demand was strong. Today, Marttiini 
continues to use the best materials, technology and years of experience to bring you the best knife for any task. Features (except where noted): Stainless 

steel blades with signature embellishments •Thumb ridges •Black rubber handles •Matte silver finish stainless steel guards •Leather belt sheaths.

Supply limited! 
Order FaSt!

Little Classic- 7-1/2" overall. 

mt184010 $19.99 ea.

skinner
9" overall. 
mt184014 

$19.99 ea.

Hunter
9" overall.
mt184015 

$19.99 ea.

Big Game
10" overall. 
mt184019 

$24.99 ea.

skinner- Titanium blade coat •Orange rubber
handle •Molded composition guard •9" overall.

mt186024t $24.99 ea.

Condor timberjack skinner- Natural appearance
carbon steel blade with mirror polished edge

(no embellishment) •Molded guard  •8-5/8" overall
•Black synthetic sheath with drain hole (on back). 

                          mt578013 $14.99 ea.

deluxe skinner- 9-1/4" overall.

mt184017 $24.99 ea.

neW! 
"CLass of 2019" 
trapper
A perfect gift for any graduate! Features: 
440A stainless steel blades •White 
smooth bone handles with front design 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 
ringed bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

neW! HandMade
doCtor's knife
A beautiful knife for less than $25! Features:
Damascus steel blade •Wood handles, hand
carved with a floral design •Brass bolsters
•Fileworked brass liners add elegance
•3-7/8" closed. 

hm0007 

$24.99 ea.

Showing 
fileworked liners.

rr22034grad 

$14.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MT184010
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old timer® knives
Both feature satin finish 7Cr17moV stainless steel blades.

Fixed Blade- Thumb ridges •Full tang •Sawcut OT handles •Old Timer 
shield •Lanyard hole •8" overall •Black leather belt sheath. 

1100032 $24.99 ea.

linerlock- Thumb stud •Ironwood handles 
•Old Timer shield •Nickel silver bolsters 
•Pocket clip •4" closed. 

1100028 $19.99 ea.

dog leg Jack
Nickel silver pins
 •2-7/8" closed. 

SCT72 

$16.99 ea.

 old timer® Pocketknives
Features (except where noted): 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless 

steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel 
silver bolsters and shields.

Bearhead
trapper
Field pick 
•Tweezers 

•4-1/8" closed.
SCT96 

$21.99 ea.

old timer® lockBacks
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Textured wood handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters, spacers and 
shields •Pocket clips.

medium- 3-3/4" closed. SCT31 $19.99 ea. large- 4-1/4" closed. SCT32 $21.99 ea.Pocket clip.

Pocket 
clip.

Certificate of authenticity 
included with each knife.

Each knife features a Schrade factory applied, 
original, top grade blade etch. Etches will vary.

Back from the past!sPecial! schrade Usa made lB7 lockBack
All the parts were made at the now-closed Schrade Ellenville, NY factory. They were assembled 
off shore to bring these knives to life and you the best value. Features: Etched 
Schrade+ stainless steel blade •Genuine stag handles •Brass pins, liners and 
bolsters •Color filled nickel silver 100th Anniversary shield •5" closed 
•Bulk packed.

SCH2 $79.99 ea.

closeoUt! old timer® hUnt PreP kit
Pruner features: 2Cr13 stainless steel blades •Spring loaded operation •Safety lock •Black 
composition handles •Wrist lanyard •7-1/4" overall. Lil' Finger Fixed Blade features: 
Ti-nitride coated 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Full tang •Black ABS handles •Double 
rivets •Nickel silver "OLD TIMER" shield •Lanyard hole •6-7/8" overall. 
Folding Saw features: Linerlock •3Cr13MoV high carbon 
stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Black rubber handles 
•8-1/2" closed. Sheath features: Stitched and riveted 
nylon construction •Keeps everything 
together and ready for the woods!

SCP1647CP $14.99 per set

MSRP $60

Grooved handle 
Swedged spine •Tip-down carry 

pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.
SCTH304S

Plain handle - Swedged spine •Tip-down carry 
pocket clip •4-3/4" closed. SCTH303S

G-10 handle- Thumb ridges •G-10 
handle scale on front •Pocket clip 

•5" closed. SCTH104LS
msrp $37 

yoUr 
choice 

$7.99 ea.

closeoUts! schrade® Framelocks
Features: Titanium coated 9Cr18MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Thumb studs 
•Titanium coated stainless steel handle frames •Lanyard holes.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100032
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100028
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT72
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT96
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT31
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT32
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCH2
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCP1647CP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTH304S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTH303S
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTH104LS
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uncle henry® next generation staglon knives
First time in our catalog! Uncle Henry has introduced a new handle option, NEXT GENERATION STAGLON, with a more natural stag 
appearance. Only available on a limited number of patterns at this time! Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Next Gen 
Staglon handles •Lanyard holes •Leather belt sheaths.

caping knife- Full tang •Brass rivets •6-1/2" overall. 

1100092 $19.99 ea.

Mini Pro hunter
Full tang •Nickel silver throat and 
rivets •Leather lanyard •6-3/4" overall. 

1100088 $19.99 ea.
golden spike- Brass guard and end 
cap •Spacers •9-1/4" overall 
•Sharpening stone. 
1100086 

$29.99 ea.

skinner- Full tang •Nickel silver guard 
•8-1/2" overall •Leather lanyard. 

1100034 $29.99 ea.

Last of our inventory!

uncle henry® 
3-Piece gift set

All three knives feature: Stainless steel blades •Staglon® handles 
•Gift tin. Fixed Blade features: Brass guard •7" overall. Pocketknives 
feature: Nickel silver pins, liners, bolsters and shields •3-1/2" closed 

Stockman •2-7/8" closed Peanut. 

1085954 $24.99 per set

uncle henry® stag series
Features: Satin finish D2 steel blades •Full tangs •Genuine stag handles •Brass rivets •Leather belt sheaths. 

hunting set- 301UH Skinner: 6-1/2" overall; lanyard hole •PH2N 
MiniPro Hunter: 6-3/4" overall; brass guard; leather lanyard.  

1085926 $99.99 per set

Leather 
sheath 

holds both.

skinner
Brass guard 
•Lanyard hole
•6-1/4" overall. 

1085923 $64.99 ea.

hunter
Brass guard 
•7" overall.
1085924 

$79.99 ea.

Glass topped display box.

collector's sPecial! uncle henry® liMited edition hunter
Features: Damascus steel blade •Genuine stag handle •Stainless steel guard with fileworking 
and black spacers around throat •Stainless steel end cap •Brass end screw 
with lanyard hole and leather lanyard •8" overall •Leather belt sheath 
•Glass topped wood display box with wood hanging component 
(hardware included; assembly required).

sc1731cp $99.99 
now $69.99 ea.

save 
$30

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100092
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100088
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100086
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1100034
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085954
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085926
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085923
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1085924
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SC1731CP
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Leather sheath 
& bonus 

sharpening stone.

Uncle henry® Golden Spike
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blade •Full tang •Staglon® handle •Brass guard 
and end cap •Spacers •9-3/8" overall •Leather belt 
sheath •Sharpening stone.

Senior 
rancher
4" closed. 
sct885uh 

$21.99 ea.

lockbackS- Brass bolsters •5" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

yoUr choice $26.99 ea. 

papa bear- Staglon® handles. sctLB8
(also available) bear paw- Wood handles. sctLB7

Uncle henry® folderS
Features: 7Cr17 high carbon stainless 
steel blades •Brass pins (except where 
noted) and liners. large 

folding hunter
Nickel silver pins 

•5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

sct227uh $26.99 ea.

desert ironwood handles/
nickel Silver caps 1084273   

old Timer® aSSiSTed openerS
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-1/8" closed.

Sawcut handles/nickel 
Silver bolsters 1084277

 old Timer® pockeTkniveS
Features (except where noted): 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades 
•Sawcut OT handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.

pioneer linerlock  
with pocket clip
Thumb stud •Pocket
clip •4" closed.  

sc223Ot $16.99 ea.

Gunstock 
linerlock

3-7/8" closed.
sct194 

$14.99 ea.

Two blade 
folding hunter

5-1/4" closed.

sct25Ot $26.99 ea.

cave bear folding hunter- Brass bolsters 
and shield •5" closed •Leather belt sheath. 

sct7 $24.99 ea.

hawkbill 
pruner linerlock
Thumb stud 
•Pocket clip •4" closed. 

sc216Ot $18.99 ea.

Scout knife
Can opener 

•Screwdriver/
cap lifter •Awl 
•Lanyard bail 

•3-3/4" closed.
sct23Ot 

$19.99 ea.

middleman Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

sct34 $19.99 ea.

Woodsman- Brass guard 
•9-1/2" overall.

sct165Ot $27.99 ea.

deerslayer- 10-1/2" overall. 

sct15 $29.99 ea.
Sharpfinger Skinner- Lanyard hole •7" overall.

sct152 $19.99 ea.
(also available) large Sharpfinger

Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall. 

sct152OtL $23.99 ea.

old Timer® fixed bladeS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Nickel silver rivets and shields •Leather belt sheaths.

yoUr choice 

$29.99 ea.

sct153 $29.99 ea.

Assisted opening!

Fixed blAde 
FAvorites!

pockeTkniveS- Staglon® 
handles •Nickel silver 
bolsters and shields.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT885UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTLB8
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCTLB7
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT227UH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084273
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=1084277
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SC223OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT194
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT25OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT7
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SC216OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT23OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT34
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT165OT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT15
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT152OTL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SCT153
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YOUR CHOICE $6.99 ea.

ImperIal Is the workIng 
man's pocketknIfe--
strong, sturdy and 

affordable!

ImpERIal sCHRadE® 
CEllUlOId pOCkEtknIvEs

Features (except where noted): 3Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blades •Celluloid handles •Brass pins 
•Stainless steel liners, bolsters and shields.

Black 
Farmer's Folder

Composition handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel 

silver shield •No bolsters 
•4-11/16" closed. 

impt22l
light amber 
medium stockman
3-3/8" closed. 
impt15s 
(also available)
Black swirl
impt17s
Grey swirl 
impt16s

Cracked Ice 
large stockman

4" closed. 
impt14l

Black swirl Congress
3-5/8" closed. impt17c

(also available) 
Grey swirl impt16c

light amber impt15c
Cracked Ice impt20ci

purple swirl small trapper
2-7/8" closed. impt19prt

(also available) 
pink swirl impt18pt
Cracked Ice impt13 

Yellow Farmer's Folder
Composition handles •Brass 

liners •Nickel silver shield •No 
bolsters •3-5/8" closed.

impt22y
(also available) 
Black impt22

Black swirl 
medium trapper

3-1/2" closed.  impt17t
(also available)

Grey swirl impt16t
light amber impt15t

Cracked Ice 
lockback

3-3/4" closed. 
impt23

Cracked Ice Canoe
3-5/8" closed. impt11

(also available)
Cracked Ice mini Canoe
2-7/8" closed. impt1011

           Cracked Ice 
              sowbelly
    3-3/4" closed.
    impt25

Cracked 
Ice large 
trapper
4" closed.  
impt13l

Cracked Ice 
Cigar Whittler

4" closed. 
impt9

purple swirl small stockman 
2-5/8" closed.
impt19prs
(also available) 
pink swirl 
impt18ps
Cracked Ice 
impt14

Black and White 
swirl stockman

3-1/4" closed. 
impt45 

Black and 
White swirl 

dog leg Jack
2-7/8" closed. 
impt42 

Cracked Ice mighty mite
2-3/4" closed. impt21ci

nEW! 
Brown Barlow

Composition 
handles •No shield 

•3-3/8" closed. 
impt278 

nEW! 
Black swirl 
lockback
No shield 

•2-7/8" closed. 
impt41

YOUR CHOICE $5.99 ea.

More 
Imperial 

Schrade @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT22L
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT15S
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT22Y
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=impt45
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT278
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=IMPT41
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Pocket 
clip.

Pocket clip.
Pocket clip.

benchmark® assisted opening folders
Features: Stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Pocket clips.
framelock- Stainless steel handle frame 
•4-5/8" closed.
bmk106

linerlock- Camouflage blade finish •Black 
G-10 handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed. 
bmk105

benchmark® roger one neck knife
Features: Stainless steel blade •Micarta handles •Double hollow 
brass rivets •4-7/8" overall •Molded nylon sheath with neck 
chain and lashing holes.

Shown
 in sheath.

benchmark® necklock knife
Unique concept for a handy tool or self defense. Features: Blackwashed 
stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Linerlock •Black G-10 handles 
•Lanyard hole with cord also serves to remove the knife from 
the sheath with a quick pull •3-1/8" closed •Molded 
Kydex® sheath with neck chain. 

MSRP $19.95 L.E.D. Light

benchmark® woodie linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with brushed finish
•Thumb stud •Wood handles •Black G-10 bolsters
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

benchmark® tiny linerlock
Features: Stonewashed stainless steel blade
•Thumb stud •Black G-10 handles •Pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •2-7/8" closed.

benchmark® Quick linerlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with flipper
•Thumb ridges •Blood groove •Black 
G-10 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard 
hole •4-1/2" closed.

$pEciaL! 

$9.99 ea.

 $pEciaL! 

$7.99 ea.

bmk115 

$12.99
now 

$9.99 ea.

benchmark® scoundrel linerlock
Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges 
•Black micarta handles •Lanyard hole •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

bmk070 $12.99 $pEciaL! $9.99 ea.

your choice $9.99

bmk045 $12.99  $pEciaL! $9.99 ea.

bmk067 $11.99
benchmark® l.e.d. lockback
Features: Stainless steel blade •Dual thumb studs •Black
rubber handles •Integrated L.E.D. with pushbutton operation
(replaceable button cell battery included) •4-1/2" closed. 

bmk003 $8.99  $pEciaL! $6.99 ea.

bmk068 $9.99  $pEciaL! $7.99 ea.

bmk071 $7.99 $pEciaL! $5.99 ea.

benchmark® scarlet tiger folder 
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Black and red 
G-10 handles •Pocket clip •3-5/8" closed.

bmk120 $7.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

closeout!

benchmark® ceramic blade folders set
The durability and sharpness of ceramic blades in convenient, 
lightweight and affordable folding knives that can be carried 
virtually anywhere! Features: Set of (2) •Zirconia ceramic 
blades •Composition handles •Stainless steel pivot pins  
•Keychains •4-1/2" closed.

one each black & green bmk064 $4.99 per set

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK106
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK105
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK115
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK070
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK045
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK067
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK068
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK071
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK120
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BMK064
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marble's® scout knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades and 
tools •Red jigged bone handles •Brass pins 
and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shield 
•Can opener •Reamer •Cap lifter/screwdriver 
•Phillips screwdriver •3-5/8" closed.
mr426 

$12.99 ea.

Gift box.

Regularly 
$24.99

marble's® rescue linerlock
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Drain holes 
•Thumb stud •Jimping throughout •Orange aluminum 
handles •Graduated size hex wrench cutout •Glass 
breaker tip •Revesible tip-up or -down carry pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •4" closed. Pocket clip.mr558 $9.99 ea.

Match box
shown open.

marble's® life saver set
Compass features: Brass construction •1-3/4" diameter. 
Match Box features: Stainless steel construction with swivel 
opening •Lanyard bail •2-3/4" overall. Knife features: 100% 
420A stainless steel construction •Can opener •Cap lifter/
screwdriver •Punch •Lanyard bail •3-5/8" closed.

mr387 $14.99 per set 

(available separately) 
match box

mr150 $6.99 ea.

marble's® camp combo set
Both feature: 100% 420A stainless steel construction. 

G.I. Utility Knife features: Spear blade •Can opener 
•Flat head screwdriver/bottle opener •Leather punch 

•Lanyard bail •3-5/8" closed. Camper's Best Friend 
features: Spork •Can opener •Bottle opener •Lanyard 

hole •Mini carabiner clip •4" overall.

mr390 $9.99 per set 2 PIECES
UNDER 

$10 Reproduction 
of the popular 

utility
knife issued to
G.I.s in World 

War II

marble's® 
gun tool/

screwdriver
Features: Tool steel 

construction 
•Small, medium and 
large screwdrivers 
•1-1/2" diameter

•31-1/2" neck chain.
mr428 

$2.99 ea.

Shown 
folded.

Shown with 
shovel engaged.

GREat foR 
CamPING!

marble's® mini
shovel with pick
Features: Black coated tool steel construction 
•Adjustable nut locks handle in place •Folds 
and disassembles to compact 6" x 3-3/4" x 
2-1/4" •Handle unscrews •Rubber grips 
•16-1/4" overall. 

mr237 $9.99 ea.

marble's® angler's card
Be ready whenever, wherever the fish are bitin'. Features: 
Components come apart for one-time use •Stainless steel 
construction •Measures 3-1/2" long x 2" wide x credit card 
thin, so tuck it in your wallet 
•(3) each single and double 
fish hooks •(3) swivel 
weights/snare locks 
•3-1/4" saw/scaler 
•2-1/2" gig •2" arrowhead 
•(2) 1" sewing needles. 

mr421 $6.99 ea.

marble's® 
imitation tortoiseshell 
serpentine trapper
Features: Stainless steel blades •Imitation 
tortoiseshell celluloid handles •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver ringed bolsters and 
shield •3-3/4" closed.

mr205 $12.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR426
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR558
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR387
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR150
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR390
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR428
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR237
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR421
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR205
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Red Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.

mr137 $14.99 ea.

MaRble'S® Stag bone PoCKetKnIVeS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged stag bone handles •Brass pins 

and liners •Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters. 

Bone is a natural handle 
material prone to 

cracking. Therefore, some 
knives may have cracks 

near the pins or bolsters.

brown 
Deluxe trapper
3-3/4" closed. 

mr166 $14.99 ea.

Wood Duck 
Red smooth 

bone accents. 
mr399

MaRble'S® DuCK DeCoy ColleCtoR'S SetS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with full color artwork and smooth bone accents •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and 

duck shields •Black and nickel silver spacers •4-1/2" closed •Two-piece resin decoy display boxes.

Mallard 
Green smooth 
bone accents. 

mr400

Decoy 
display 
shown 
closed.

Knife 
displays 

in base of 
decoy.

Decoy 
display 
shown 
closed.

Knife 
displays 

in base of 
decoy.

Knives enlarged to 
show detail.

youR ChoICe 

$24.99 ea.

brown equal end 
Cattleman's Whittler

3-5/8" closed.

mr298 $14.99 ea.

MaRble'S® RaM hoRn PoCKetKnIVeS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Genuine ram horn handles 

•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

mr360 $12.99 ea.

Sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed. 
mr359

$14.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
mr358

$12.99 ea.

large 
toothpick
5" closed. 

mr362 $12.99 ea.

quality 
knives at

affordable 
prices!

green Folding hunter
5-1/4" closed. 

mr188 $19.99 ea.  

brown Sleeveboard Whittler
3-1/2" closed.

mr295 $12.99 ea.

brown Sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed. 

mr103 $14.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR137
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR166
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR399
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR400
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR298
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR360
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR359
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR358
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR362
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR188
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR295
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR103
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Great first knife!

MARBLE'S® StAg HUNtINg KNIVES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Stag handles •Brass 
guards •Spacers •Leather belt sheaths.

Small Hunter- 7-1/2" overall.

ma526 $12.99 ea.

trailhand Jr. Skinner
Thumb ridges •7-7/8" overall.

mr817 $14.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® fIELd HAtcHEtS
Features: Full tangs •Smooth bone and stag handles 

•Brass spacers and multiple rivets •Lanyard holes 
•7-3/4" overall •Leather belt sheaths.

Stainless Steel 

mr826 $19.99 ea.

damascus Steel

mr826d $29.99 ea.

Mini Ulu
No guard, pommel or spacers 

•Oversized finger hole •Thumb ridges •Full tang 
•Double brass rivets •Lanyard hole •4-1/8" overall.

mr453 $19.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® dAMAScUS HUNtINg KNIVES
Features (except where noted): Damascus steel blades 
•Buffalo horn handles •Stainless steel guards •Aluminum 
pommels •Brass, orange and black spacers 
•Brown leather belt sheaths.

Medium Skinner- 9" overall.

mr451 $29.99 ea.

Large drop Point- 10-1/2" overall. 

mr449 $34.99 ea.

NEW!
Set of two Skinners

Thumb ridges •Overall 
lengths-- 10-3/8", 6-1/4" 

•Sheath holds both.

mr455 $44.99 per set

NEW! MARBLE'S® HUNtER
Features: Stainless steel blade •Grooved horn handles 
•Stainless steel guard •Aluminum pommel 
•Black, brass, and orange spacers 
•10-7/8" overall •Brown leather 
belt sheath. 

mr456 $19.99 ea.

NEW! "MARBLE'S® SAfEty AxE coMPANy" 
Wood SIgN
Features:  Full color design on wood •Measures 18" x 7-3/4" x 7/16" 
•Hanging hardware included.  

mr559 $9.99 ea.
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marble's® machetes Fire hardened/oil quenched carbon steel!
Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with orange coating •Flexible temper grooves •Full tang construction •Lanyard holes (except where 

noted) •Nylon belt sheaths with utility pockets and sharpening stones •Made in El Salvador. 

bolo camp- No lanyard hole •20" overall. 

ma33514 $14.99 ea. 

Deep Jungle bowie- 15" overall. 

ma310410 $14.99 ea. 

For your 
survival 

needs!

camp cleaver
No lanyard hole
•15-1/4" overall. 

ma51214 $14.99 ea.  

sawback- Sawback spine •Bright orange polypropylene 
handle •Molded guard •Lanyard cord •21" overall.

mr393 $14.99 ea.

Parang- Orange coated 
handle end •20" overall.  

mapar20 $14.99 ea.

swamp master- Orange coated handle end •24" overall.

ma3218 $14.99 ea.  

wire wrapped swamp master
Orange coated handle end •24" overall.

ma3218W $19.99 ea.

marble's® ParacorD survival machete
Features: Coated high carbon steel blade •Black wood handles with 
rubberized grip and paracord wrap 
•Lanyard hole •20-1/2" overall •Nylon 
belt sheath with utility pockets and 
sharpening stone •Made in El Salvador.

Jungle- Wooden handles •Brass rivets.

ma12714cat $12.99 ea.

wire wrapped workhorse 
Orange coated handle end 
•No lanyard hole •24" overall. 

ma12718W $19.99 ea. 

scouting- Orange coated 
handle end •20" overall. 

ma12714 $14.99 ea.  

Notch opens fire 
hydrants and 
oxygen tanks.

survival axe/machete
15-1/8" overall. ma5215 

marble's® firefighter survival tools
Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with red coating •Full tangs •Wood 

handles with red coated ends •Multiple brass rivets
 •Lanyard holes •Nylon belt sheaths with sharpening 

stones •Made in El Salvador.

your choice 

$16.99 ea.

Devil's tail shovel
18-1/4" overall

•(2) utility pockets 
on sheath. 
ma50151 

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

applies to all 
machetes measuring 
18" overall or more.

Heavy/
Bulky Item: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/
Bulky Item: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

workhorse 
No lanyard hole •24" overall.

ma12718 $14.99 ea.
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Includes top grade nylon sheath and 
BONUS sharpening stone!

NEW! marblE's® EmErgENcy choppEr
Features: Orange coated high carbon 
steel blade has (2) plain 
edges and a serrated 
edge •Drain holes •Fire 
hydrant/oxygen tank 
wrench •Graduated 
hex wrench •Full tang 
•Wood handles •Multiple 
brass rivets •Braided 
paracord lanyard 
•13-1/2" overall •Heavy duty black nylon 
sheath with sharpening stone in utility pocket.

mr557 $19.99 ea.

35

your choicE $19.99 ea.

marblE's® sWords
Features: High carbon steel blades 
•Blood grooves •Lanyard holes 
•Nylon scabbards.

black composition handle
Molded D-shaped guard •27" overall. mr375

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 
may apply.

Wood handle
Blade flares serve as guard •Double brass rivets 

•Orange coated handle end •27-1/2" overall. 
mr374

marblE's® #3 safEty axE
The classic, innovative design first 
introduced by Webster L. Marble with 
a modern take. Features: Stainless steel 
axe head •Black composition handle
and folding edge cover work together 
for safety and convenience •Textured 
handle for a secure grip •11-1/2" overall 
•Head measures 4-5/8" x 2-1/2".

mr003 $29.99 ea.

Shown with edge 
cover in use.

A modern take on a classic design!
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marblE's® 
tactical tomahaWK

Features: Orange coated high carbon steel 
construction •Black nylon paracord handle wrap 
•Penetration spike •Lanyard hole •14-3/4" overall 

•Nylon belt sheath.

mr424 

$16.99 ea.

marblE's® tactical/survival shovEl With shEath
Shovel features: Black and orange coated tool steel blade with a smooth edge, a 
sawtooth edge, and slightly sharpened leading edge •Wood shaft with cord wrap 
•Impact resistant orange synthetic handle •26-1/2" overall. 
Sheath features: Sewn and riveted heavy duty 
nylon construction •(3) utility pockets 
•Sharpening stone •Fits belt to 2-3/4" wide.

Paracord wrapped shaft.

Sawtooth edge.

mr392s 

$19.99 ea.

marblE's® bushcraftEr 
camp clEavEr 

Features: One piece high carbon steel construction 
•Lanyard hole with cord •7" overall.

Compact size but 
mighty cutting power!

mr373 

$9.99 ea.

BACk IN 
StOCk!

qUAlIty 
yOU CAN 

COUNt ON!

marblE's® amEricaN 
hicKory axEs
Features: Hand forged 1045 high carbon 
steel axe heads 
•amEricaN hicKory haNdlEs 
•Lanyard holes •Made in El Salvador.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional

shipping 
may apply.

single bit hatchet
Head measures 4-5/8" x 2-1/4" •11" overall.

mA700sB $16.99 ea.

outdoor
Head measures 6" x 3-1/2" •19-3/4" overall. 

mr704 $24.99 ea.

full size double bit- Head measures 9-1/2" x 4-3/8" •37" overall.

mA782DB $34.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 
may apply.
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fenix® flashlights
Features: Cree white LEDs •Toughened ultra clear, anti reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum 
construction with anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators 

•Digitally regulated output •IPX-8 water resistant rating •User's manual or instruction sheet included.

ruike knives
Features: Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel blades with flippers •Pocket clips.

PD25- Maximum 550 lumens •Side switch •Modes-- strobe, turbo, high, 
medium and low •Intelligent memory circuit •Tailcap switch •Lanyard 
•Pocket clip •Holster •3-3/4" overall •Includes rechargeable battery.

fenpd25 $56.95 ea.

P801-sf- Stonewashed 
finish throughout •Thumb 

stud •4-1/2" closed.

rup801sf $29.95 ea.

uPDateD features! uc35 v2.0- Maximum 1000 lumens 
•Maximum distance of 266 meters •Micro USB recharging 
•Tactical tail and functional side switches control (5) output levels 
(including moonlight with ultra-long 800 hour run time) and 
strobe mode •6" overall •Includes 3500mAh 18650 Li-ion battery 
•Compatible with cold-resistant CR123A battery (not included).

fenuc35 $89.95 ea.

framelocks
3Cr14N stainless steel handles 
•Thrust ball bearings 
•Lanyard holes.

ThumbUp Safety Lock
Pushing the safety lock up can make the locking 

mechanism more reliable and secure in preventing 
accidental blade closure during use.

P108- Beta Plus safety locks •4-3/4" closed.
P108-sB- Stonewashed black oxidized finish throughout. 

rup108sB $44.95 ea.
(also available) 
P108-sf- Stonewashed finish throughout. 

rup108sf $39.95 ea.

thumBuP safety linerlocks
Bead blast finish blades •ThumbUp safety locks •G-10 handles 
and backspacers •High carbon chromium ball bearing 
washer pivots •420 stainless steel liners 
•4-7/8" closed.
your choice 

$49.95 ea.

uc30- Maximum 1000 lumens •USB charging port •Side 
switch for output selection •Dual control system •5-7/8" overall 
•Includes (1) rechargeable 2600mAh battery. 

fenuc30 $59.95 ea.

v2.0 model- Additional features: Beam distance up to 
820 feet •Modes--Strobe, Turbo, High, Med, Low, Eco. 

fenpd35v20 $69.95 ea.

tactical edition- Additional features: Beam distance up to 656 feet 
•Two general modes: Tactical and Outdoor. Tactical-- Turbo, Low or 
Strobe. Outdoor--Turbo, High, Mid, Low, Eco or Strobe. 

fenpd35tac $71.95 ea.

Black rup155B

sand rup155W

PD35 leD flashlights
Both feature: Maximum 1000 lumens •Cree XP-L HI V3 LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours •Powered by one rechargeable 18650 Li-ion battery 
or two CR123A batteries (batteries not included) •Dual switch designs, tactical tail switch and metal side switch •Pocket clips •Lanyards •Spare 
rubber boots •Warranty cards •5-1/2" overall.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENPD25
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP801SF
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENUC35
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP108SF
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENUC30
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENPD35V20
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FENPD35TAC
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155B
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RUP155W
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your choice 

$69.95 ea.

your choice 

$69.95 ea.

bit kit
Compatible with MUT®, MUT® EOD, Surge®, Charge® TTi, Charge® AL, Charge® ALX, Charge® Ti, Charge® XTi, Wave+, 
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. Bit kit expands your driver’s capabilities with 21 double-ended bits-- 42 
tools in all. Use the Bit Kit with all tools and knives with bit drivers and Removable Bit Driver. Features: Square 
Drive-- R1 and R2 •Torx #6, #8, #10, #15, #20, #25, #27, #30 •Allen-- 0.5mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 
6mm, 1/4", 7/32", 3/16", 5/32", 9/64", 1/8", 7/64", 3/32", 5/64", 1/16" •Eyeglasses bit (Phillips/flathead) •Pozi-- #2 and 
#1 •Phillips-- #0, #1, #2, #3 •Flathead-- 3/16", 1/4", 3/32", 1/8", 5/32", 7/32". 

Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420 HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers 
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Pocket clips •Outside accessible components •25 year warranty.

wave+
Premium replaceable wire cutters 
and hard wire cutters •Spring 
action scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Diamond coated file •Medium 
screwdriver •Ruler •Large and small 
bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, 
Phillips #1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •No pocket clip 
•4" closed •Nylon 
belt sheath.
LM832531 

$99.95 ea.

Skeletool®

Wire cutters and hard wire 
cutters •No wire strippers 

•Large bit driver •Bits 
included: Phillips #1-2 

screwdriver, 3/16" and 1/4" 
screwdrivers •Carabiner 

(non load bearing)/bottle 
opener (no standard can 

or bottle opener) •Bit 
storage •4" closed.

LM830845 

$59.95 ea.

wingman®

Blade Exchanger® •Spring 
action pliers, wire cutters 

and scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Phillips screwdriver •Medium 

and small screwdrivers 
•Package opener •Ruler 

•3-7/8" closed.
LM831426 

$59.95 ea.

Sidekick®

Spring action pliers 
and wire cutters •Saw 

•Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Medium and 
small screwdrivers •Ruler 
•No pocket clip •Lanyard 

ring •Carabiner (non load 
bearing)/bottle 

opener (no standard 
bottle opener) 
•3-7/8" closed 

•Nylon belt sheath.

LM831429 $59.95 ea.

rebar®

Premium replaceable wire 
cutters •Saw •Awl with thread 
loop •Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large and small 
screwdrivers •Electrical 
crimper •Ruler •No 
pocket clip 
•Lanyard ring 
•4" closed 
•Components are 
not outside 
accessible with 
pliers closed 
•Nylon belt sheath.

LM931014 

$24.00 
per kit

raptor™

Features: Stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel 
medical shears cut fabric efficiently and come apart for cleaning 
and maintenance •Strap cutter with locking liner deploys with 
one hand, works when shears are open or closed, and works 
with aviator-style gloves •Ruler •Oxygen tank wrench integrated 
within the strap cutter •Ring cutter works on most standard 
gold bands--a must-have for first responders •Carbide-tip 
glass breaker •Glass filled nylon handles 
•Replaceable pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•5" closed •MOLLE compatible injection 
molded glass-filled nylon polymer 
holster with secure rotating clip 
•Holster stores shears in open or
closed position. Tan 

LM832173

Black & 
Orange 

LM832154

black LM831741

Oxygen 
tank 

wrench

Strap 
cutter

Carbide tip 
glass breaker

ideal for firSt 
reSponderS, nurSeS, 

firemen & police!

Ring 
cutter

green 
LM832590

red 
LM832591

STainleSS  
FiniSh 
LM831548 

Black 
Oxide FiniSh 
LM831554

Blue 
LM832715
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NEW! masoNic Gifts
Ink pens feature: Black ink •Twist open/close •Pocket clip.

Wood- Brass 
finish fittings 

•5-3/4" overall 
•Wood box. 
sxbp203 

$9.99 ea.

Black metal- Silver finish fittings •5-1/2" overall 
•6-1/4" overall letter opener •Gift box. 

sxbp201 $12.99 per set

casE® masoNic collEctiBlEs
Features: Embellished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Masonic shields •Masonic tins. 

trapper
Standard jigged blue bone 

handles •4-1/8" closed.

ca1058 $68.99 ea.

mini copperlock®
Corn cob jigged

blue bone handles 
•3-5/8" closed.  
ca25531 

$72.99 ea. 

mini trapper
Standard jigged

natural bone
handles 

•3-1/2" closed.
ca25530

$63.99 ea.

masoNic pockEtkNivEs by rouGh rydEr
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with master embellishments •Blue smooth bone handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed bolsters (except where noted) •Color filled brass shields.

small 
stockman

3-1/4" closed. 
rr1764 

$12.99 ea.

small toothpick
3" closed. 

rr1765 $9.99 ea.

In Search of 
more Light!

congress- 3-5/8" closed.

 rr1222 $12.99 ea.

sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.

rr1223 $12.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed.

rr1766 $12.99 ea.

canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

rr1224 $12.99 ea.

Barlow- Brass pins
•3-3/8" closed. 

rr1221 $12.99 ea.

Gift 
packaging.

razor
No bolsters •6-3/8" closed.

rr1767 $14.99 ea.

mini trapper
3-1/2" closed.

rr1225 $12.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SXBP203
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SXBP201
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA1058
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25531
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=CA25530
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1764
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1765
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1222
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1223
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1766
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Shown 
in case 

(included).

MSRP 
$19.99

Whittlin' Buddy knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Amber jigged bone handles •Brass 
pins and liners •Nickel silver spacers and embossed bolsters •5-1/8" closed. 

rr565 $14.99 ea.

12 piece carving set by rough ryder
All the tools you need for woodcarving!
Features: Carbon steel blades 
•4-1/4" smooth wood handles 
•(1) each v-tool, round chisel 
and awl •(2) straight chisels 
•(3) gouges •(4) slanted skews 
•Nylon carrying case.

rr641 $9.99 per set

scrimshaW kit by rough ryder
Kit includes: 4-1/8" closed trapper with smooth
natural bone handles perfect for scrimshanding
•Etching scribe tool •Wooden stylus •India
ink •Cotton swabs •Transfer paper •Steel
wool •Pre-crafted design patterns
•Instruction booklet •Carrying pouch. 

rr1579 $14.99 per set

Instruction 
booklet.

Knife stores on 
the outside of 

the pouch.

Scribe tool enlarged to 
show detail.

(also available separately)
White trapper

rr22034W $9.99 ea.

The knife is 
included and 
ready for your 
masterpiece!

old timer® splinter
carving knife
Features: 65Mn high carbon steel blades •Sawcut OT 
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and 
shield •4-3/8" closed.

SCT24 $19.99 ea.

uncle henry® deluxe Wood carving kit
Features: (10) interchangeable high carbon stainless steel blades (shown below) 
•4-5/8" wood handle •Three way brass jaw
chucking system •Carrying case.

pack of (6) 6sBl small detail Blades
•20E x 15/16" with radius outside curve grind
•21EX straight blade
•#11 straight blade with slanted edge grind
•#10 1" with radius inside curve grind
•#8 2" with radius inside curve grind
•#22 2" with radius inside
  curve grind 

Gouge 
scorp 
blade

Detail 
blade

Chisel 
blade

Straight 
gouge

Hook 
blade V-scorp 

blade

Kit in 
carrying 

case.

pack of (4) 65mn Blades
•LD2 1/2" x .05" heavy duty blade
•LN3 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LS1 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LBG #7, 5/16" cut sweep gouge

set includes these (10) 
interchangeaBle Blades

SCT22 $19.99 per set

(also available 
separately--

no pouch)
chisel of003

detailer of002
Whittler of001
your choice 

$4.99 ea.

old forge Whittlin' fun knife set
Features: Black coated high carbon steel blades •Wood handles 
•Double brass rivets •Overall lengths--chisel 6-3/4", detailer 7",
and whittler 8" •Heavy duty black nylon pouch holds all three.

of004 $12.99 complete set of 3 with pouch

high carbon steel blades

shop fox® 12 piece chisel set 
This professional set features: Hand forged high 
carbon steel blades •Ash handles •Steel ferrules 
•Each chisel measures 8-3/4" overall with
4-7/8" contoured handles for a comfortable grip
•Set includes: 1/4", 7/16", 11/16" and
1-1/16" straight gouges •11/16" and
1/2" curved gouges •1/4" and 1/2" 
straight chisels •13/16" curved chisel 
•1/2" skew bevel chisel •1/4" 
and 5/16" v-gouges
•Stores in convenient 
aluminum carrying case.  

D3784 $59.99 per set 

Carrying case 
(included).

professional 
grade!
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Attention 
collectors!

Frost Family tradition series "world's greatest" trappers
Features: Stainless steel blades •Laser embellished handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters with 
embellishment on right bolsters •4-1/8" closed •Wood display boxes.

grandson- Smooth blue bone handles. 
FRWGGS16 

dad- Smooth natural bone handles. 
FRWGD16

Box top.

Certificate inside lid can be 
personalized by you for a 

truly one-of-a-kind gift!

grandpa- Buffalo horn handles. 
FRWGGp16

Frost "heritage ColleCtion" kniFe & truCk sets
Limited edition of only 120 sets each! Baby Trappers feature: Stainless steel blades 
•Handles are white smooth bone that has been lasered on the fronts, 
resulting in a dark finish •Nickel silver bolsters, serialized on front 
•Brass pins and liners •2-1/2" closed. Trucks feature: 
Diecast metal, plastic and rubber construction 
•1:24 scale.

grandson/
1937 Ford truck 
FRpUWGGS18

grandpa/
1937 Ford truck 
FRpUWGGp18

Close-up of 
embellished 

bolster.

your ChoiCe 

$24.99 ea.

son- Smooth red bone handles. 
FRWGS18

son/1941 
plymouth truck 
FRpUWGS18

your ChoiCe 

$39.99 ea.

Truck 
roof art.

dad/1941 
plymouth truck 
FRpUWGD18

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGGS16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGD16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGGP16
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGGS18
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGGP18
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRWGS18
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGS18
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUWGD18
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Caboose
Black Matte.
zp410305 

$19.99 ea.

Native Phoenix
Black Matte.
zp404105 

$19.99 ea.

Chief and 
Buffalo

Cream Matte.
zp410304 

$19.99 ea.

Nice Bass
Navy Matte.
zp410303 

$19.99 ea.

Vintage 
Locomotive
Toffee.
zp410307 

$21.99 ea.

On the Farm
Green Matte.
zp410306 

$19.99 ea.

 , ZIPPO,  ,  ,  , BLACK ICE , and OUL are registered trademarks in 
the name of Zippo Manufacturing Company. All Zippo lighter decorations 

are protected by copyright. © Zippo Manufacturing Company 2019.

Gray Iced
zp29823 

$21.99 ea.

Beer:Thirty
Royal Blue 

Matte.
zp29869 

$19.99 ea.

High Polish 
Indigo

zp29899 

$19.99 ea.

Kiss My...
Black Matte.
zp29868 

$19.99 ea.

Finger 
Salute

Black Matte.
zp29867 

$19.99 ea.

Phoenix
Black Matte.
zp29866 

$19.99 ea.

Wolf & Skull
Iron Stone.
zp29863 

$19.99 ea.

Viking
Street 

Chrome™.
zp29871 

$17.99 ea.

Scarlet Flames
Candy Apple 
Red Iced.
zp29824 

$21.99 ea.

Three Wise 
Monkeys
Black Matte. 
Emblem Attached.
zp29409 

$29.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP410305
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP404105
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP410304
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP410303
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP410307
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP410306
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29823
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29869
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29899
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29868
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29867
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29866
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29863
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29871
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29824
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29409
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Claudio Mazzi designs and trademarks are used under license from Kreo di Mazzi, & C Snc. To Zippo Manufacturing Company. All Mazzi designs are protected by copyright.

Mazzi® 
Mermaid
High Polish Blue. 
zp65782 

$26.99 ea.

Mazzi® Great 
White Whale

Black Matte.
zp66295 

$21.99 ea.

Cannabis
Moss Green Matte.

zp29588 $19.99 ea.

Cannabis 
Pipe Lighter

Meadow™. 
zp29673 

$24.99 ea.

Mazzi® 
Pirate
Brushed 
Brass.
zp29781 

$22.99 ea.

ziPPo® Buy one. PLant one.®
Zippo has partnered with WOODCHUCK USA to create wooden laser-cut emblem designs that will help restore and protect the forests of the 
world. Through the Buy One, Plant One® initiative, for each lighter purchased, a tree is planted. Each one comes with a unique code that you 

can use to learn about your tree, its location, and the direct impact you will have on the planet.

Diamond Plate
Street Chrome™.

zp29838 

$17.99 ea.

Mahogany 
emblem

Brushed Brass.
zp29901 

$39.99 ea.

zippo®
Brushed Brass.
zp29879 

$21.99 ea.

Skull
Street 
Chrome™.
zp29870 

$17.99 ea.

Showers
Street Chrome™.

zp29875 

$17.99 ea.

Cracked
Street 

Chrome™.
zp29897 

$17.99 ea.

 , ZIPPO,  ,  ,  , BLACK ICE , and OUL are registered trademarks in the name of Zippo Manufacturing Company. All Zippo lighter decorations are protected by copyright. © Zippo Manufacturing Company 2019.

Walnut 
emblem
Herringbone 
Sweep.
zp29902 

$37.99 ea.

Cannabis on 
Mahogany 
emblem
Multicolor.
zp29903 

$42.99 ea.
Cedar 

emblem
Brushed 
Chrome. 
zp29900 

$35.99 ea.

ziPPo® SPazuk
Known as the Fire Artist, Steven Spazuk created the original art for 

these lighters utilizing paper and the flame of an actual Zippo lighter.

Bird on 
Gun Barrel
White Matte. 
zp29895 

$19.99 ea.

Gun Floral
White Matte. 
zp29894 

$19.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP65782
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP66295
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29588
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29673
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29781
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29838
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29901
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29879
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29870
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29875
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29897
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29903
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29900
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29895
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29894
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Zippo® oul™ 
(outdoor utility lighter)
Wind resistant dual flame and durable 
construction mean it can take on the 
outdoors! Features: Metal construction 
•Adjustable flame •Fuel level indicator •Slip 
resistant rubber grip •Advanced ignition 
system •Patented child resistant safety 
button •FedEx GROUND 
SHIPPING ONLY.
zp121399 

$14.99 ea.

Wind 
resistant!

Zippo® all-in-one kit
Features: Street Chrome™ lighter 
•6-flint dispenser •4 ounce container of 
Zippo® Premium Lighter Fluid 
•FedEx GROUND SHIPPING ONLY.

zp24651 $14.99 per set
(also available)
Replacement Wick zpWICK 69¢ ea.

Replacement Flint zpFLINT 99¢ ea.

Fuel- 5.8oz. zp3810 $3.99 ea.

Great Gift idea!

Zippo®
Z-clip

Features: Plastic 
construction 
•Clips to belt, 
waistband or 

sun visor.
zp12049 

$7.99 ea. 
Lighter not included.

Brushed chrome
zp200pL

Black Matte zp218pL

Zippo® pipe lighteRs
Design allows
the flame to be 
drawn directly 
into the pipe
without bending
over the side.
YouR choice 

$15.99 ea.

Unique 
chimney 

design encases 
flame to 

protect your 
pipe from 
damage.

Brushed chrome 
zp11033 

$19.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
zp11034 

$21.99 ea.

Zippo® 1941 Replicas
Several distinctive features identify 
the 1941 Replica: Flat planes with 
sharp, less rounded edges where front 
and back surfaces meet the sides 
•Four-barrel hinge joins the lid and 
bottom •Sides of the inside unit are 
flat with squared edges •The chimney 
has fewer holes •A hollow rivet holds 
the striking wheel in place •Packaged 
in a silver foil gift box that is standard 
for all 1941 Replica models.

Zippo® FleX neck 
lighteR 
With a 13" bendable neck and 
dual flame, this lighter 
withstands stiff winds and gives you the power 
and flexibility for lighting tasks in tight spots. Great 
for camping stoves, lanterns, water heaters, BBQ 
grills, candles and more! Features: Durable metal 
construction •Wind-resistant dual flame 
•Adjustable flame dial •Patented child resistant 
safety button •19-1/2" overall •Oversized hanging 
loop •18 ml. butane canister included 
•FedEx GROUND SHIPPING ONLY.  

zp121569 $19.99 ea.

Brushed chrome 

zp0003 $12.99 ea.

high polish chrome 

zp10600 $14.99 ea.

iron stone 

zp211 $14.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 

zp0050 $15.99 ea.

satin chrome™

zp10205 $11.99 ea.

Zippo® YeaR-RounD FaVoRites!

Zippo® leatheR sheaths 
Keep your lighter close. Features: Genuine 
leather •Snap closures •Fit belts 
up to 2" wide. 

YouR choice $9.99 ea.

Zippo® lighteR 
easel  
Features: Acrylic 
construction 
•Measures: 
1.57" x 1.77" 
x 1.77".  
zp142352 

$1.99 ea.

four-
barrel 
hinges 

join the 
lids and 

bottoms!

clip
Black 
zpLpCBK
Brown 
zpLpCB

loop
Brown 
zpLpLB
Black 
zpLpLBK

loop With 
thuMB 
notch
Black 
zpLpTBK

Lighter not 
included.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP121399
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP24651
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPWICK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPFLINT
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP3810
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP12049
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP200PL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP218PL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP11033
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP11034
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP121569
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP0003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP10600
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP211
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP0050
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP10205
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP142352
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPCBK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPCB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPLB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPLBK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPLPTBK
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Freedom
High Polish Blue.

zp29882 

$26.99 ea.

US Marine Yut
Red Matte.
zp29765 

$21.99 ea.

Rockabilly 
Chic

Street Chrome.
zp403111 

$19.99 ea.

S.o.S. 
Brushed 
Chrome. 
zpSoS 

$19.99 ea.

Mazzi®  
"Freedom 

Watch" 
Street Chrome™.

 zp24764 

$19.99 ea.

Made in USA
High Polish 

Chrome. 
zp29430 

$19.99 ea.

Patriotic 
Eagle
White Matte. 
zp29418 

$19.99 ea.

old Glory
High Polish 
Chrome.
zp29095 

$21.99 ea.
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Be a U.S. 
Marine

High Polish 
Chrome. 
zp66071 

$21.99 ea. 

Rosie the Riveter
Brushed Chrome.

zp29890 $19.99 ea.
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Serenity 
Prayer

Satin Chrome™. 
zp28458 

$14.99 ea.
Back 
side.

Ten Commandments
Two Sided. Black Ice®.
zp2051 

$24.99 ea. 

Last chance!

SMKW 40th 
Anniversary

Blue Matte.
zpSmkw40 

$19.99 ea.

Bettie Page™ Batter Up
White Matte. 

zp59489 $21.99 ea.
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Emerald Red 
Pin-Up
Street Chrome™.
zp5116 

$17.99 ea. 

Democratic Donkey
Royal Blue Matte.
zp11567 

$12.99
cLoseout!

$9.99 ea.

Officially Licensed Product of the United States Marine Corps. www.marines.com 1.800.marines

 , ZIPPO,  ,  ,  , BLACK ICE , and OUL 
are registered trademarks in the name of Zippo 

Manufacturing Company. All Zippo lighter decorations 
are protected by copyright. © Zippo Manufacturing 

Company 2019.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29882
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29765
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP403111
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPSOS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP24764
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29430
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29418
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29095
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP66071
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP29890
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP28458
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP2051
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZPSMKW40
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP59489
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP5116
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ZP11567
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Tin SignS
Features: Tin construction 

•Vibrant designs.

your choice $9.99 ea.

3 or more $7.99 ea.

America Let Freedom reign
12-1/2" x 16". sg1668

Believe in Something
12-1/2" x 16". sg1686

Don't Feed Sasquatch
12-1/2" x 16". sg2096

Steve's roadkill cafe 
12-1/2" x 16". sg1416

Stooges Knuckleheads Garage
12-1/2" x 16". sg1687

Vegetarian Translation
12-1/2" x 16". sg2022 

No Trespassing
12-1/2" x 16". sg2218

headshot Smiley
11-3/4" diameter. sg2137

Winchester Dog & Quail
12-1/2" x 16". sg940

Bullet Board
16" x 12-1/2". sg1679

chicken Nugget
16" x 12-1/2". sg2212

Winchester rifles & Ammo
16" x 8-1/2". sg1862

hostiles
12-1/2" x 16". sg1876

Fun and Decorative!

Don't Stop Believing
16" x 12-1/2". sg2195

Sorry We're Drinking
16" x 12-1/2". sg2098

Lucky Lady motor oil
12-1/2" x 16". sg1998

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1668
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1686
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2096
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1416
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1687
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2022
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2218
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2137
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG940
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1679
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2212
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1862
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1876
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2195
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2098
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=sg1998
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your choice $9.99 ea.

3 or more $7.99 ea.

Tin SignS
Features: Tin construction 

•Vibrant designs.

So Big
12-1/2" x 16". sg2040

Nut house
12-1/2" x 16". sg1824

organ Donation
12-1/2" x 16". sg2172

Don't Tread on me Vintage Flag 
16" x 12-1/2". sg1873

Gone hunting
16" x 12-1/2". sg2280

entering man cave
12-1/2" x 16". sg1817

hide & Seek champion
12-1/2" x 16". sg2290

Life is Like a motorcycle
12-1/2" x 16". sg2291

Weathered Logo
16" x 12-1/2". sg1413

Winchester Bullet Board
16" x 12-1/2". sg942

Winchester repeating Arms
16" x 12-1/2". sg2177

Winchester express
11-3/4" diameter. 

sg975
model 101 indian motorcycle

16" x 12-1/2". sg1933

marlin Firearms
10-1/2" x 16". sg238

Whatever you Shoot 
12-1/2" x 16". sg1412

rosie the riveter
12-1/4" x 16-1/2". sg796

Great for 
the 

man cave!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2040
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1824
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2172
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1873
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2280
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1817
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2290
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2291
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1413
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG942
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG2177
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG975
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=sg1933
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG238
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG1412
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SG796
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NEW! italiaN milaNo stilEttos
Features: Linerlocks •3Cr13 stainless steel single edged blades with flippers •Assisted opening 
•Stainless steel bolsters and pocket clips •5-1/8" closed (except where noted).

NEW! italiaN milaNo RaiNBoW stilEtto
Features: Linerlock •Rainbow titanium coated 3Cr13 stainless steel single edged blade 
with flipper •Assisted opening •Black G-10 handles •Rainbow titanium 
coated stainless steel bolsters and pocket clip •4-7/8" closed. 

FRISM001gRb $12.99 ea.

NEW! silvERhoRsE stoNEWoRks 
patRiotic WRaNglER stockmaN
Features: 440 stainless steel blades •Horse 
head tang stamp •Blue resin handles with 
accents of red resin and genuine pearl 
•Brass liners and horse head shield 
•Nickel silver spacers and hammered 
bolsters •3-7/8" closed. 
FRShS112Rwb 

$14.99 ea.

NEW! stEEl WaRRioR 
tigER stRipE pEaNut
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Tiger stripe 
celluloid handles •Brass pins, liners and color 
filled shield •Nickel silver bolsters with tiger stripe 
embellishment •2-7/8" closed.

FRSw107tg $9.99 ea.

(Not made in Italy.) Pocket clip.

(Not made in Italy.)

youR choicE 

$9.99 ea.

RosEWood 
Brown- 4-7/8" closed. FRISM001Rw 

g-10 
Black 

FRISM001g10 

yellow 
FRISM001y

pink swirl 
4-7/8" closed. 
FRISM001hpk 

green swirl 
FRISM001g

Rainbow cracked ice- Rainbow titanium coated 
blade, bolsters and pocket clip •4-7/8" closed. 

FRISM001cIRb

cracked ice 
FRISM001cI

amber swirl- 4-7/8" closed. 
FRISM001bSy

Blue swirl 
4-7/8" closed. 
FRISM001bl

REsiN

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001GRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHS112RWB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW107TG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001RW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001G10
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001Y
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001HPK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001G
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001CIRB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001CI
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001BSY
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRISM001BL
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your choice 

$12.99 ea.
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NeW! frost Wildlife liNerlocks
Features: Stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs and ridges •Assisted opening 

•Stainless steel handles with full color wildlife designs •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-3/4" closed. 

NeW! ocoee river tribal liNerlocks
Features: 3Cr13 stainless steel blades with flippers; feather texture black coating •Thumb studs •Assisted opening 
•Full color ABS handles •Lanyard holes with bead-accented cords •5" closed.

NeW! sharps cutlery faNcy liNerlock
Features: Embossed stainless steel blade with flippers •Assisted 
opening •Embossed stainless steel handles with pakkawood 
inlay on front •Pocket clip •5" closed.

FRSHP128 $14.99 ea.
Pocket clip.

cream FRoc534Fw 

red FRoc534FRd

blue FRoc534Fbl

black FRoc534Fb

your choice 

$9.99 ea.

Wolves FRFc49w

eagle FRFc49educks FRFc49dk

deer FRFc49d 

bear FRFc49b

See more @

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSHP128
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FROC534FW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FROC534FRD
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FROC534FBL
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FROC534FB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC49W
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC49E
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC49DK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC49D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC49B
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NEW! sliNg bladE™ tactical liNErlocks
Built with precision technology and ball-bearing pivot system for smooth, fast blade deployment.

Features: Titanium coated Cr7 stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs •Jimping throughout •Sand G-10 handles 
•Titanium coated liners and reversible pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-5/8" closed.

NEW! hEN & roostEr tactical fixEd bladE kNifE
Features: Titanium coated stainless steel blade, notched between the razor sharp 
edge and the blade flare (which serves as guard) •Full tang extends 
into hammer pommel •Jimping throughout •Tan and black 
G-10 handles •Triple black coated screw rivets •Lanyard 
hole •10" overall •Black ballistic nylon sheath 
with multiple carry options, utility pocket, 
and adjustable, removable paracord leg tie.

HR008SBlk $49.99 ea.

your choicE 

$24.99 ea.

diagonal handle 
grooves Blood groove. 

fRSBl06Sand

horizontal 
handle grooves 
fRSBl05Sand

linerlock- Blade flipper •Thumb stud •Assisted opening 
•Jimping throughout •Aluminum handles •Pocket clip 

•Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

fRfc43cvw $9.99 ea.

NEW! frost viEtNam War kNivEs
Features: Stainless steel blades with full color onlays 
•Green camo handles •Lanyard holes.

combat bowie- Notched 
spine •Composition handles 
•Black coated cast 
metal guard 
•Lanyard cord 
•12-1/4" overall 
•Black nylon belt sheath 
with utility pocket.

fRfc44vw $12.99 ea.

doN't trEad oN mE 
stockmaN
Features: 440A 
stainless steel blades •Yellow 
smooth bone handles with 
embellishment on front 
•Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters 
•3-3/4" closed. 

RR1390 $9.99 ea.

NEW! doN't trEad oN mE Wood sigN
Features:  Full color design on wood •Measures 18" x 7-3/4" x 7/16" 
•Hanging hardware included.  

mi237 $9.99 ea.

buy thE sEt of both & savE! 

fRfcvwSet $19.99 per set

NEW! frost iWo jima liNErlock
Features: Stainless steel blade with full color onlay and flipper •Thumb stud 
•Assisted opening •Jimping throughout •Desert camo aluminum 
handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

fRfc43cij $9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HR008SBLK
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSBL06SAND
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSBL05SAND
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC43CVW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC44VW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1390
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI237
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Civil War

NEW! dElta forCE bayoNEt
Features: Titanium coated stainless steel blade •Notched spine •Drain hole •Blood groove 
•Black ABS handle •Titanium coated cast steel guard with muzzle ring 
and pommel •12-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.

frhk1649 $14.99 ea.

NEW! frost battlE kNivEs

boWiEs 
Features: Black coated stainless steel blades; battle names and dates embellishments •Notched spines •Full color composition handles 

•Black coated cast metal guards •Lanyard holes with cords •12-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheaths with utility pockets.

your ChoiCE $12.99 ea.

your ChoiCE 

$9.99 ea.

sharpsburg (antietam) frfC40Cshp

first Williamsburg frfC40CBw 
shiloh frfC40CBs

Gettysburg frfC40CBg

little big horn frfC40ClBh 

WEstErN froNtiEr

liNErloCks 
Features: Black coated stainless steel blades with flippers; battle names and dates embellishments 

•Thumb studs and ridges •Assisted opening •Full color aluminum handles •Pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.

WEstErN 
froNtiEr 

little big horn 
frfC41lBh

sharpsburg (antietam) 
frfC41shp

first Williamsburg frfC41Bw

shiloh frfC41Bs

Civil War

Each includes nylon sheath.

Each embellished 
with battle name 

and date.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRHK1649
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC40CSHP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC40CBW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC40CBS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC40CBG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC40CLBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC41LBH
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC41SHP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC41BW
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRFC41BS
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Bow Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1892 

$14.99 ea. Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
rr1894 

$14.99 ea.

claSSic carBon STeel
The perfecT everyday carry ThaT never goeS ouT of STyle.

Grandpa would be proud, but there's nothing old fashioned here. Favorite blade and handle materials combine to create these modern classics. 
Features: Carbon steel blades •Yellow composition handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver ringed, pinched, 

stamped bolsters (except where noted), pins, and shields with "RR" and "CC".

utility 
linerlock

No bolsters 
•Brass pivot pin 
•4-3/4" closed. 
rr1743 

$11.99 ea.

large Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 

rr1740 $12.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
4" closed. 
rr1735 

$12.99 ea.

hawkbill
Lanyard hole 

•4-1/8" closed. 
rr1734 

$11.99 ea.

Sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed. 

rr1733 $12.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1731 

$12.99 ea.

Shield close-up.

Though carbon steel is 
easily sharpened, it is 

prone to rust, so we advise 
keeping the blades clean 

and frequently oiled. Medium Toothpick
4-1/8" closed. 

rr1744 $11.99 ea.

folding hunter
5-1/4" closed. 

rr1742 $14.99 ea.

Bow 
Trapper
4" closed. 
rr1739 

$12.99 ea.

Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed. 

rr1737 $12.99 ea.

canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
rr1736 

$11.99 ea.

Swayback 
3-3/4" closed.

 rr1741 $12.99 ea.

lockback
3-3/4" closed.
rr1738 

$11.99 ea.

doctor's Knife
3-3/4" closed.
rr1732 

$11.99 ea.

Double 
nail 

pulls!

Double 
nail 

pulls!

ToBacco road pocKeTKniveS
BacK in The good ole dayS on ToBacco road
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master blade 
etches •Tobacco bone handles •Both sides of the knives are enhanced 
with a cross hatched tobacco leaf with copper nailhead accents •Brass 
liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

congress- 3-3/4" closed. 

rr1896 $14.99 ea.

canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
rr1895 

$12.99 ea.

hawkbill
Lanyard hole 
•4" closed.

rr1893 $12.99 ea.

Locking master blade!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1892
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1894
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1743
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1740
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1735
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1734
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1733
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1731
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1744
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1742
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1739
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Muskrat- 3-1/2" closed. 

RR1784 $12.99 ea.

 titaniuM
Features: Titanium coated 440A stainless steel blades •Black smooth 

bone handles •Nickel silver shields.

Small 
toothpick
3" closed. 
RR1788 

$9.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1780 

$14.99 ea.

Folding 
Hunter

Linerlock 
•5-1/4" closed. 
RR1779 

$16.99 ea.

Jumbo trapper
Lanyard hole •5" closed. 

RR1778 $16.99 ea.

Moose- 4-3/8" closed. 

RR1775 $14.99 ea.

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed. 
RR1774 

$9.99 ea.

Lockback
3-1/8" closed. 
RR1773 

$12.99 ea.

Large Stockman
4-3/8" closed. 

RR1772 $14.99 ea.

Wharncliff
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1769 

$12.99 ea.

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 

RR1783 $14.99 ea.

Wharncliff trapper
Lanyard hole 

•3-3/4" closed. 

RR1771 $12.99 ea.

Hawkbill
Lanyard hole 

•4" closed. 
RR1770 

$12.99 ea.

Titanium coating 
helps resist rusting, so 
you can get the most 

out of your knife.

Congress- 3-5/8" closed. 

RR1787 $14.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
RR1786 

$9.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed. 
RR1785 

$16.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1782 

$14.99 ea.

Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed. 

RR1781 $9.99 ea.

Large 
Cotton 

Sampler
Lanyard hole 

•4-1/8" closed. 
RR1726 

$12.99 ea.

Small Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

RR1777 

$14.99 ea.

Double 
nail 

pulls!

Fixed BLade Small Hunter
Fileworked spine •Triple nickel silver rivets 
•Red liners •Lanyard hole with bead-accented 
cord •5" overall •Black leather belt sheath can 
be worn vertically or horizontally. 

RR1768 $12.99 ea.

Filework.

Double 
nail 

pulls!

PoCketkniveS
Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and 

ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1784
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1788
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1780
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1775
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1774
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1772
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1769
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1783
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1771
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1770
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1786
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1768
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Smooth Bone pocketkniveS
Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel blades •Smooth bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking. Therefore, some 
knives may have cracks near the pins or bolsters. The colored bone has 

been dyed to its rich color, so slight bleeding of  the color may occur.

Quality knives for over 20 years!

White mini canoe
2-3/4" closed. rr055 

White canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
rr045

White Stockman
3-1/2" closed. 
rr003

hot pink 
mini Scout
Nickel silver shield 
•Can opener •Cap lifter/
small screwdriver 
•2-1/4" closed. 
rr1292

pink 
Lemonade 

Barlow
Nickel silver shield 

•2-7/8" closed.
rr1272

tobacco Small 
cotton Sampler

Nickel silver pins and 
shield •Lanyard hole 
•3" closed. rr1834

Red canoe
Nickel silver shield 

•3-5/8" closed.
rr436 

Amber Work knife Linerlock 
Nickel silver shield •No bolsters •3-1/2" closed. 

rr820

youR choice $7.99 ea.

youR choice 

$9.99 ea.

White Lockback
3-3/4" closed. rr192 

coppeR Ridge pocketkniveS by Rough RydeR
Reminding us of the days when the ridges of the Appalachian Mountains were dotted with the copper lines of stills, as the moonshine 

flowed like water. Features: Rose copper titanium coated 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged genuine buffalo horn handles
•Copper pins, liners and bolsters •Gift boxes with a nostalgic look.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1700

$14.99 ea.

mini trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
rr1706
$12.99 ea.

congress- 3-1/2" closed.

rr1703 $14.99 ea.

Large Stockman
3-7/8" closed. 

rr1701 $14.99 ea.

White Little mustang
2-1/8" closed.
rr1296 

$4.99 ea.
White Lockback Folding hunter
5" closed •Black nylon belt sheath.

rr067 $14.99 ea.

White Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
rr130

White peanut
2-7/8" closed. 

rr112
White Baby 
toothpick
3" closed.
rr060

White 
elephant 
toenail

4" closed. 
rr139 

$14.99 ea. 

White mini 
trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
rr100

Great 
for scrimshaw!

White 
Lady Leg

3-1/8" closed.
rr148

White Barlow
3-3/8" closed.

rr198 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR055
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR003
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR436
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR192
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Locking master blade!

Locking master blade!

Locking master blade!

Bone is a natural handle 
material prone to cracking. 
Therefore, some knives may 
have cracks near the pins or 
bolsters. This bone has been 

dyed to its rich color, so slight 
bleeding of the color may occur.

Jigged Bone everyday Carry poCketknives
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged bone handles •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver shields and bolsters (except where noted).

amber Large Work knife- Linerlock 
•No bolsters •4-3/4" closed. RR772 

red trapper
4" closed. RR1068 

red small 
Leg knife

3-3/8" closed. 
RR287

amber 
trapper

4-1/8" closed.
RR22034

red Mini
trapper
3-1/2" closed.
RR947 

amber 
razor trapper
4-1/8" closed.
RR072

amber 
Medium 

Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
RR081 

amber 
Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
RR043

amber all purpose 
Utility scout knife
Can opener •Thumb 

stud •Screwdriver/cap 
lifter •Punch •Lanyard 

bail •3-3/4" closed. 
RR533

Quality knives for 
over 20 years!

yoUr ChoiCe 

$9.99 ea.

yoUr ChoiCe 

$12.99 ea.

amber trapper
4" closed. RR1069

amber Barlow 
3-3/8" closed. RR201

BLUe Bone poCketknives by roUgh ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Blue smooth bone handles

•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

RR1949 $9.99 ea. 

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

RR1947 $9.99 ea. 

Whittler
3-1/2" closed. 

RR1948 $9.99 ea.

Congress- 3-5/8" closed. 

RR1950 $12.99 ea. 

stockman- 4" closed. 

RR1954 $12.99 ea. 

red Large 
Work knife

 Linerlock •No bolsters 
•4-3/4" closed.

RR304

red hawkbill
4" closed.
RR305

red small Lockback - 3" closed.
RR276

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR772
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Congress- 3-5/8" closed. 

rr1686 $12.99 ea.

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
rr1685 

$12.99 ea.

Stockman
3-1/2" closed.

rr1682 $12.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.

rr1678 $12.99 ea.

red piCk bone poCkeTkniveS 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Red pick bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver 

pins, shields and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
rr1684 

$12.99 ea.

peanut
3" closed.
rr1679 

$9.99 ea.

Mini 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
rr1680 

$8.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
rr1683 

$12.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
rr1681 

$12.99 ea.

Moose- 3-1/2" closed. 

rr1687 $12.99 ea.

Bone is a natural handle 
material prone to cracking. 
Therefore, some knives may 
have cracks near the pins or 
bolsters. This bone has been 

dyed to its rich color, so slight 
bleeding of  the color may occur.

eaSy Money poCkeTkniveS
Ever wonder what it feels like to have a pocket full of 

bills? Now you can find out! Features: 440A stainless 
steel blades with master etches •Handles are "minted" with 
shredded AutHeNtic u.S. cuRReNcy under acrylic •Brass 

liners •Nickel silver pins and pinched, ringed & stamped 
bolsters (except razor) •custom collector boxes.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
rr1890 

$12.99 ea.

Congress- 3-3/4" closed.

rr1885 $14.99 ea.

Trapper
Double nail pulls 
•4-1/8" closed. 

rr1884 $14.99 ea.

Authentic u.S. currency!

razor
6-1/2" closed.

rr1891 $12.99 ea.

Stockman
3-1/2" closed. 
rr1886 

$14.99 ea.

Hawkbill- Lanyard hole 
•4-1/8" closed. 

rr1889 $12.99 ea.

Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed. 
rr1887 

$9.99 ea.

Give DAD 
Some money 

for hiS 
pocket!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1686
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Razor Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

RR515 $9.99 ea. 

Large Coke Bottle
5-1/2" closed.

RR510 $12.99 ea.

Baby Toothpick
3" closed.
RR505 

$7.99 ea. 

IMITATION TORTOIsesheLL POCkeTkNIves 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Imitation tortoiseshell celluloid handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed bolsters. 

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.

RR512 $9.99 ea. 

Large 
Lady Leg
5" closed. 

RR504 $9.99 ea.

small 
Lockback

3-1/2" closed. 
RR500 

$8.99 ea.

Doctor's knife 
3-3/4" closed. 

RR499 $9.99 ea.

small 
Lady Leg

3-1/4" closed. 
RR503

$8.99 ea.

stockman- 3-1/2" closed. 

RR501 $9.99 ea. 

BOLsTeR sTRIPes POCkeTkNIves
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Peach seed 
jigged bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and pinstriped bolsters.

Little 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
RR1568 

$8.99 ea.

small Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed. 
RR1567 

$9.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1566 

$12.99 ea.

Moose- 3-1/2" closed.

RR1565 $12.99 ea.

Cub Lockback- 2-1/2" closed. 

RR1562 $8.99 ea.

Lockback
3-1/2" closed. 
RR1561 

$9.99 ea.

BACk IN sTOCk fOR 
A LIMITeD TIMe!
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Sawcut Bone 
PocketkniveS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown 
sawcut bone handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver shields and bolsters. 

Large Stockman
4-3/8" closed. 

rr521 $14.99 ea.

Granddaddy Barlow
5-1/8" closed.

rr944 $14.99 ea. 

Stockman
3-3/8" closed. 
rr484 

$12.99 ea.

Little toothpick
3" closed. 

rr477 $8.99 ea.

Small 
Lady Leg

3-1/4" closed. 
rr529 

$9.99 ea.

StaG Bone PocketkniveS 
by RouGh RydeR

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Worm 
groove stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners 

•Nickel silver bolsters and shields.

Stockman
3-3/8" closed.
rr759

trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr758

half hawk
4" closed. 
rr12840

coaL mineR PocketkniveS
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Coal black jigged bone handles 

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters. Lockback
3-3/4" closed. 
rr761

BaRehead 
tRaPPPeR
Features: 440A stainless steel 
blades with double nail pulls 
(spey blade's pulls on back) •Tobacco 
bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel 
silver pins •4-1/8" closed. 

rr1900 $12.99 ea.
trapper

4-1/8" closed.
rr154 

Slimline 
congress

3-5/8"  
closed. 
rr157

Large toothpick
5" closed. 
rr526 

$12.99 ea.

youR choice 

$9.99 ea.

youR choice 

$9.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR521
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR944
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR484
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR529
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR759
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR758
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR12840
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR761
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1900
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR154
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ColleCtor trappers 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver 
pins, bolsters and shields (except where noted) •4-1/8" closed.

"rain"
Reverse frosted etched 
blades •White smooth 

bone handles with black 
composite inlays. 

rr1598 $12.99 ea.

Green 
Gunstock Bone 
Brass pins. 

rr584 $12.99 ea. 

ram's 
Horn Bone
Reverse frosted 
master etch. 

rr1509 $9.99 ea.

slow Burn- Synthetic 
handles with colors 
ranging from brown 

through shades of red, 
then orange, to shades of 
yellow •No pins or shield 

•Nickel silver spacers. 

rr1437 $8.99 ea.

Brown
appaloosa

smooth Bone
Reverse frosted 

master etch. 
rr1406 

$9.99 ea.

"strike It rich"
Reverse frosted 
etched blades 

•Gold flake 
acrylic handles 

•Brass pins. 
rr1424 

$12.99 ea.

tortuga
A perfect name for this 
exotic piece, "Tortuga" is 
Spanish for turtle •Amber 
bone handles, jigged to 
replicate the look of a 
turtle's shell. 

rr1847 $14.99 ea.

Double 
nail 

pulls! twisted 
tree root
Tree root 

jigged amber 
bone handles. 
rr1423 

$9.99 ea. 

Brown stag 
Bone rr1907 sowBelly trappers by rouGH ryder

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver 
pins, shields, and bolsters •3-7/8" closed.

tobacco 
Bone 
rr1908

your CHoICe 

$14.99 ea.
Buy the set and save!

rrstset4 

$49.99 per set of 4

Buckshot 
Bone- Reverse 
frosted master 
etch •Custom 

packaging. 
rr1906

Attention 
ColleCtors!

Blue 
smooth 

Bone 
rr1951

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=rr1598
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR584
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1509
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1437
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1406
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1424
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1847
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1423
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1907
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1908
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RRSTSET4
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1906
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1951
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heavy 
hunter series
by rough ryder

rogue- 9" overall. 

rr1346 $21.99 ea.

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Polished wood handles 
•Heavy duty nylon sheaths with genuine leather accents 

can be worn vertically or horizontally 
(except where noted).

Pocket Lockback
3-3/8" closed •No sheath. 

rr1354 $9.99 ea.

Big Man Large Lockback
5-1/8" closed. 

rr1352 $16.99 ea.

skinner- 9" overall. 

rr1348 $21.99 ea.

hunter's Lockback- 4-1/4" closed. rr1353 $14.99 ea.

razorback- 11" overall. 

rr1350 $24.99 ea.

sidewinder- 10" overall. 

rr1349 $22.99 ea.

Caribou- 9" overall. 

rr1347 $21.99 ea.

Finger 
grooved 

For a solid 
grip!

Fixed BLades
Double brass rivets •Stainless 
steel guards and pommels 
(except where noted).

FoLders
Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver bolsters.

Wolverine
No pommel •7-1/8" overall. 

rr1351 $16.99 ea.

Wear your 
sheath vertically 
or horizontally.

sideWinder BoWie by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with full color custom snakeskin 
onlay •Brass spine accent, guard and double rivets •Wood handles 
with lasered rattlesnake on front •14-1/2" overall
•Nylon belt sheath with embossed patch.
rr1601 

$29.99 ea.

Quantity limited! 
order Fast! 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1346
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1354
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1352
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1348
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1353
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1350
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1349
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1347
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1351
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1601
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RAZOR KNIFE 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Stainless steel handles •Brass liners 
•3-1/4" closed.

RR1923 $6.99 ea.

gENtlEmAN's lINERlOcK by ROugh RYdER
Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blade •Fancy accent blade style •Thumb 
stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Stonewashed aluminum handles with checkered 
pakkawood inserts on front •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

RR1713 $7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

tImbERlANds huNtER by ROugh RYdER
Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Carved wood handles 
•Double steel rivets •Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall •Black nylon belt sheath. 

RR1985 $14.99 ea.

"It's NOt mEtAl" pAcK KNIFE
Sharp...strong...impervious to moisture...and at about two 
ounces, extremely lightweight. Features: One piece black G-10 
construction •Skeletonized handle •7" overall.

RR1814 $6.99 ea. goes anywhere!

NEW! cOmbAt sWORd by ROugh RYdER
Features: Blackwash finish 440A stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Stacked leather 
handle •Black finish steel guard and end cap •27-7/8"overall •Black ballistic nylon 
sheath with multiple carry options.

RR1721 $29.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional

shipping 
may apply.

YOuR chOIcE 

$19.99 ea.

hIgh quAlItY tActIcAl FIxEd blAdEs by ROugh RYdER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Black G-10 handles •Double rivets 
•Lanyard holes •Black molded form-fit sheaths with lashing holes and removable belt slots.

large Wide belly 
skinner

9-3/4" overall. 
RR1870

medium drop point
9-1/8" overall. RR1869

small drop point
8-1/2" overall. RR1868

Each includes molded form-fit sheath.

MSRP $49.99

high quality knives at 
working man's prices!

Extra thick blades and red liners.

FAux dAmAscus FRAmElOcK by ROugh RYdER
The exquisite look of Damascus without the hefty price tag! Features: Skillful etching gives the appearance 
of Damascus to the 440A stainless steel blade as well as the stainless steel handle frame •Thumb stud 
•Single brass liner •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole with cord •3-1/8" closed.

RR1981 $7.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

tactical- 9" overall. RR1821 $19.99 ea.

hitch hiker Neck Knife
Thumb ridges •5" overall •Sheath has 

29-1/4" neck chain.

RR1825 $7.99 ea.

FIxEd blAdEs by ROugh RYdER
Features: Blackwashed 440A stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Black G-10 handles 
•Black coated double screw rivets •Lanyard holes with red cords •Black molded 
form-fit sheaths with lashing holes.

RR1825 
shown 

around 
neck.Sheath 

has spring 
steel clip.

Full tang with 
red liners.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1923
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1713
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1985
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=rr1814
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1721
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1870
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1869
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1868
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1981
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1821
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1825
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Sawcut Bone Skinner- Aluminum guard and pommel 
•Black and brown spacers •11-1/4" overall. 

rr2005 $14.99 ea.

ROUGH RYDER fixED BlaDES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

Stacked leather Bowie- Blood groove 
•Brass guard and pommel •Brown and 
black spacers •17" overall. 

rr2006 $29.99 ea.

Wood Bowie- Full tang •Brass guard, spacers and 
multiple rivets •Lanyard hole •14-1/2" overall. 

rr2007 $19.99 ea.

Stag Gunstock Saddle Bowie
Brass rivets and fileworked ring-style 

guard •15-1/4" overall.

rr1945 $29.99 ea.

11" BLADE! THAT'S A LOT OF STEEL!

Stacked leather Goliath- Brass guard 
and end cap •Red, green, brown and 
brass spacers •16-3/8" overall.

rr1639 $24.99 ea.

Stag Colorado Hunter- Brass 
guard and pommel •Black, 

brass, grey and brown spacers •10-1/2" overall. 

rr1632 $29.99 NOW $24.99 ea.

Stag Mini Skinner- Thumb ridges •Aluminum guard
and pommel •Brown and nickel silver spacers
•7-1/2" overall.

rr1635 $14.99 ea.

Stag Gambler's Hideout Bowie
Thumb ridges •Brass pommel and finger-

ring guard •Brown, black and brass spacers 
•12" overall.

rr1688 $24.99 ea.

GEnuinE 
STAG!

lEGENDaRY tExaS BOWiE kNifE
Jim Bowie made this knife famous. He kept it at his side from the
Vidalia Sand Bar to the ill-fated Alamo. Features: Stainless steel
blade •Wood handle •Brass guard, pommel and blade
ornament •15-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

MITB1 $24.99 ea.

COllECtOR'S SPECial! JOHNNY REB'S DaMaSCUS D-GUaRD BOWiE
Features: Damascus steel blade •Genuine stag handle •Brass D-guard, fileworked
spine guard and end cap •19-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

rr1942 $69.99 ea.

Custom filework on spine guard.

GEnuinE 
STAG!

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2005
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2006
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR2007
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1945
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Roy RogeRs "King of the Cowboys" bowie
Honoring the legacy of Roy Rogers. Features: 440A stainless steel blade with full color 
onlay on front •Full tang •Natural bone and wood handle, engraved with
his likeness and signature •Fileworked stainless steel
guard •Double brass rivets •15-5/8" overall
•Nylon sheath •Wood display plaque
•Custom full color box.

rr1883 $29.99 ea.

Produced under license from Roy Rogers Merchandising. Wood display plaque included!

hopalong Cassidy "publiC heRo #1" bowie
One of the most popular cowboys during the golden age of westerns, Hopalong 
saved the day for an entire generation. Features: 440A stainless steel blade 
with full color onlay on front •Full tang •Hardwood handle with front 
embellishment •Multiple brass rivets and decorative guard 
•16-5/8" overall •Wood display plaque 
•Nylon sheath •Custom full color box. 

rr1927 $29.99 ea. 

Wood display plaque included!©2019 U.S. Television Office, Inc.

Roy RogeRs Custom bowie
"KING OF THE COWBOYS" says it all. Over 200 hand operations, making each knife truly 
one of a kind. Features: Mirror polished 440A stainless steel blade with embellishment 
and fileworked spine •Full tang •Smooth bone handles, reminiscent
of Trigger's palomino colors, are accented with black pearl
•Fileworked brass guard •Nickel silver pistol shield
•Multiple nickel silver rivets •10-1/2" overall
•Brown leather belt sheath
•Custom gift box.

Produced under license from Roy Rogers Merchandising.

rr1513 

$39.99 ea. 
2 oR moRe 

$29.99 ea. 

Cowboy heRo ColleCtoR's Knives
Features: Stainless steel blades 
•Acrylic handles with full 
color art inlays (fronts only) 
•Steel pins, liners and bolsters 
•3-1/2" closed.

Roy 
Rogers
NV113

dale
evans
NV114

Zorro 
NV119

hopalong
Cassidy
NV117

gene 
autry
NV124

Novelty Cutlery, a division of SMKW® Produced under license 2019: Zorro Productions, Inc., Red Ryder Enterprises, Inc., 
Roy Rogers Merchandising, Gene Autry Western Heritage Museum, U.S. Television Office, Inc.

youR ChoiCe $4.99 ea.  

3 oR moRe $3.99 ea.

Roy RogeRs "King of the Cowboys" guitaR Knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown bone handles lasered 
with guitar detailing on the front and "Roy Rogers" signature on the back 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins •Keyring loop •3-3/8" overall.

rr1409 $7.99 ea.

Back with 
lasered 

signature.

Shown in 
packaging.

Novelty Cutlery, a 
division of SMKW®youR ChoiCe $4.99 ea.  

3 oR moRe $3.99 ea.

Matching 
handle 
colors 

on back 
of each 

knife.

novelty Knife Co. poCKetKnives
Features: Stainless steel blades •Composition handles imprinted 
on fronts, embellished with a bullet and raised rivets on backs •Cap 
lifter/screwdriver •Lanyard bail •3-1/8" closed.

hopalong Cassidy NV238Roy Rogers NV239

gene autry 
NV240

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1883
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1927
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1513
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV113
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV114
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV119
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV117
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV124
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1409
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV238
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV239
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV240
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old fashioned whetstone
Features: Single stone of silica carbide•Non-slip rubber base with 
suction cups •Balanced and easy to use with any blade material 
•Lubricate with water •5-3/4" x 2-1/4" x 1". 

sr307 $4.99 ea.

S UPer
sharpeners

ColleCtor's 
edition 
"in God we trust" 
razor
Features: Embellished 440A stainless steel 
blade •Blue swirl celluloid handles •Brass pins 
•6-5/8" closed.
rr1207 

$7.99 ea.

skull throwinG knife set
Features: Set of (3) •One piece black coated stainless steel construction 
•Drain holes •Red skull design around finger/lanyard holes •8" overall 
•Black nylon belt sheath holds all three. 

mi205 $7.99 per set

the vanity knife
In the not-so-distant past, before mass 
production and molded plastic, craftsmen 
created beautiful and ornate objects that filled 
everyday lives. This lobster pattern knife speaks 
to that time. Features: Stainless steel 
blades •Nail file/cleaner •Cast metal handles 
•3-3/8" closed.
NV313 

$7.99 ea.

Area on back is
perfect for engraving.

wild boar skull linerloCk
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole 
and ridges •Assisted opening •Colorful skull design 
aluminum handles •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

wb1026 $7.99 ea. Pocket clip.

black finish 
mi177 

$4.99 ea.

Find Slingshot 
Ammo @

CANNOT BE SOLD 
IN MA, NJ, RI or NY

speCial! 
Great alaskan ulu
Features: Stainless steel blade 
•Hardwood handles •Double 
brass rivets •4-1/2" overall 
•Hardwood stand.
rr851 

$9.99 ea.

survival tool Cards
Features: One piece stainless steel construction •Can opener 

•Knife and saw edge •Screwdriver •4cm metric ruler •Cap opener 
•Two- and four-position wrenches •Butterfly wrench 

•Manual direction finder •Lanyard hole with keychain •Measures 
2-3/4" x 1-3/4" x 1/16" •Vinyl storage pouch.

Storage 
pouch.silver mi118 

black mi118b 

your ChoiCe 

$2.99 ea.

silver finish 
mi234 

$6.99 ea.

hiGh veloCity 
foldinG slinGshots

Features: Metal frames •Folding 
wrist braces •(2) surgical latex power 
bands •Black impact resistant grips 

with finger grooves. 

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SR307
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR1207
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI205
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=NV313
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WB1026
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Drop Point Skinner
Spacers •Stag handle •Brass embossed 

star end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

ah7003 $16.99 ea.

Guthook- Thumb ridges •Spacers •Stag handle 
•Brass embossed star end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

ah7000 $16.99 ea.

american hunter fixeD blaDeS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Brass guards (except where noted) •Leather belt sheaths.

fancy Skinner- Stag handle •Embossed guard 
•Brass pommel •Spacers •11-1/4" overall.

ah794 $19.99 ea.

Small hunter
Full tang •Green wood 
handles •No guard •Brass rivets •Mosaic pins on 
front and back •Lanyard hole •6-7/8" overall.

ah014 $9.99 ea.

Genuine 
StaG!

utility Knife
8-1/2" overall. 
ah019

weStmarK fixeD blaDeS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Multiple brass rivets •Leather sheaths with swing-style loops. 

your choice $29.99 ea.

Patch Knife- 9" overall. 
ah018

roSewooD hanDleS
Full tangs •Rosewood handles •No guards •Multiple brass nailhead accents 

•Sheaths have bead-accented lacing.

your choice $9.99 ea.

machete- Fileworking throughout 
•Black composition handles •Brass 
spacers •16-1/4" overall. 
wm015

Seax- Wood and stag handles •Brass 
guard •13-1/2" overall.

 wm014

Machete filework.

Bead 
accented 
sheaths.

AH7000 and AH7003 
star end cap.

youth cub hunter
Stag handle •Brass rivets and 

pommel •7-1/4" overall.

ah616 $12.99 ea.

irish Skinner
Blood groove •Full tang •Green 

wood handles •Triple brass rivets 
•Lanyard hole •11-1/4" overall.

ah013 $19.99 ea.

Only 350 made!

riverboat bowie
Full tang •Green 
pakkawood handles 
•Multiple brass rivets •16" overall.

ah012 $24.99 ea.

that'S a lOt Of Steel!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH7003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH7000
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH794
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH014
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH019
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH018
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WM015
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WM014
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH616
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH012
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Genuine damascus fixed blades
Features: Damascus steel blades •Top grain 
leather sheaths.

medium- Wood handle with brass inlay 
•Brass guard and pommel •31" overall.
dm5018 

$99.99 ea.

large- Wood handle 
•Steel guard •Brass 
rivets •37" overall.
dm5016 

$89.99 ea.

Genuine damascus Period swords
Features: Damascus steel blades •Leather scabbards.

medieval 
utensil 

kit
Features: For 

decorative 
purposes 

only--not for use 
•Leather sheath. 

hs4406 

$14.99 
per set

damascus lockback
Features: Damascus steel blade •Fileworked spine •Bone and green wood handles •Brass pins, 
liners and bolsters •4" closed. 

dm1169 $24.99 ea.

skinner- Full tang 
•Bone and synthetic 

turquoise handles •Brass 
rivets •8" overall. 

dm1186 $24.99 ea.

slim dagger
Full tang •Stag 
handles •Brass rivets 
•Damascus bolsters 
•8-1/2" overall. 
dm1178 

$44.99 ea.

skinner- Full tang •Bone handles •Copper throat and rivets •9-1/4" overall. 

dm1153 $34.99 ea.

walnut 
dm1080wn

skinners- Full tang 
•Brass rivets •6" overall. 

Your choice 

$19.99 ea.

sGian dubh
Features: Damascus steel blade •Rosewood handle •Fileworked throat •Brass 
rivets •12-1/2" overall •Top grain leather sheath. 

dm1076 $39.99 ea.

Game skinner- Full tang •Brass guard 
•Stag and wood handles •9" overall. 

dm1022 $52.99 ea.

Genuine 

Damascus!

Filework.

HanD crafteD HanDle Details!

bone 
dm1080bo

intricate inlay 
in handle.

skinner
Stag handle •Brass guard 

and pommel •7-1/4" overall. 

dm1188 $21.99 ea.

Beautifully detailed! 
Perfect for reenactors!

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM5018
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM5016
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS4406
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1169
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1186
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1178
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1153
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1080WN
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1076
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1022
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1080BO
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1188
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NEW! DAMASCUS BOWIES
Features: Damascus steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

NEW! 
DAMASCUS 
SpEAr
Features: 
Damascus 
steel blade •Brass 
throat and rivet 
•Wood handle 
•Mosaic end pin 
•20-3/4" overall 
•Leather belt 
sheath.
DM5012 

$49.99 ea.

NEW! rAIlrOAD SpIkE kNIvES
Features: Hammer forged railroad spike construction •Leather belt sheaths.

NEW! HAWk BlADE NECk kNIfE
Features: Black coated stainless steel full tang construction •Finger hole 
•Black composition handles •Lanyard hole •5-5/8" overall •Molded sheath 
with lanyard cord.

211447 $4.99 ea.

Stacked leather- Blood groove •Brass guard and pommel •16" overall. 

DM1204 $59.99 ea.

White Bone & Black Horn- Brass guard •Brass and red 
spacers •13" overall. 

DM1197 $49.99 ea.

Black Smooth Bone- Red liners •Copper guard and rivets 
•Lanyard hole •12-1/2" overall. 
DM1195 

$49.99 ea.

Cleaver- 9-1/4" overall. HS4416 $24.99 ea.

Bayonet- 12" overall. HS4415 $19.99 ea.

Dagger- 11-1/4" overall. HS4414 $19.99 ea.

Red liners.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM5012
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=211447
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1204
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1197
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=DM1195
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS4416
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS4415
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HS4414
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Cordless Knife & Tool Sharpener- Features: Adjustable angle guides (15º, 20º, 25º, 30º) •"Floating" backing plates 
•Ceramic deburr slot •Rechargeable lithium ion batteries (included) •Run time of 15 minutes •Includes (3) abrasive 
belts (fine, medium and coarse) •9-1/2" overall.

sa50902 $79.99 ea.

SmiTh'S® SharpenerS

2-Step pocket Sharpener- Features: Especially great for 
fillet knives •Carbide blades provide quick edge setting 
•Ceramic rods provide razor sharp finishing •Pre-set 
sharpening angles 
•Bright orange 
plastic housing 
•Non-slip 
rubber feet 
•Lanyard hole.
sa19004 

$3.99 ea.

pocket pal Sharpener- Features: Reversible, replaceable carbide 
blades quickly set an edge •Ceramic finishing slot •Pre-set sharpening 
angles •Tapered diamond rod folds out for sharpening serrations and 
guthooks •Lightweight plastic housing •Lanyard hole •3-1/4" overall.

sapp1 $9.99 ea.

10-Second Knife & Scissors Sharpener- Features: Reversible, 
replaceable, coarse carbide blades with V-shaped pre-set angle 
for sharpening all types of straight-edge knives •Extra fine 1500 
grit ceramic rod designed to 
"float", conforming to the 
exact angle of scissor 
blades and capable of 
sharpening left- or 
right-handed scissors 
•6" overall.

sajiffs $5.99 ea.

edge pro pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Fixed angle 
components provide consistent results •Premium, 
replaceable abrasives for sharper, longer lasting edge 
•Precision ground coarse carbide blades •Specially 
shaped extra-fine 1500 grit ceramic rods sharpen 
standard or serrated edges •Ergonomically designed 
soft grip handle •Non-slip rubber base •7-3/4" overall.

sa50090 $14.99 ea.

premium honing Solution- Features: Non-petroleum 
based •Stone cleaning agents •Rust and corrosion 
inhibitors •(4) ounce bottle.

sahon1 $4.99 ea.

6" medium arkansas Bench Stone- Features: 600 grit •Molded 
plastic base •Non-slip rubber feet •Protective plastic cover.

sambs6 $16.99 ea.

Diamond Combination Sharpener- Features: Coarse and 
fine diamond stones in one compact sharpener •Groove for 
fish hooks and pointed tools •Micro tool sharpening pad •Soft 
grip rubber handle •Thumb guard •9-1/4" overall.

sadcs4 $19.99 ea.

adjustable angle pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Turn the dial to adjust angle as 
needed •Quickly sharpens fillet knives, pocketknives, and various size fish hooks •Two-
stage sharpening-- coarse carbide and extra fine 1500 grit ceramic •Synthetic hook 
grooves •Soft grip handle •Non-slip base •10-3/4" overall.

sa50264 $22.99 ea.

Great for any job! Ceramic deburr slot.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50902
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA19004
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAPP1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAJIFFS
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50090
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAHON1
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SAMBS6
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SADCS4
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50264
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sharpening rods

SI1000- LIfetIme 

Guarantee! 

Wear one out and 

We'LL repLace It 

Free!

SMKW 
Co-founder 
"Big John" 

Parker.

Marble's® round stone 
tool sharpener
Designed for use on axes, hatchets, lawn 
mower blades, machetes and shovels. 
Features: Dual grit (coarse and medium) 
•Tapered edge •Measures 3" x 1".

mr291 $4.99 ea.

Shown 
in use.

closeout! hook File & kniFe sharpener
Quick, safe, and easy to use. Sharpens all types of standard-edge knives 
and fish hooks of all sizes. Features: Made of marine grade materials 
•Silicon treated high carbon steel file •Soft grip handle •Reversible, 
replaceable, coarse carbide sharpening blades •Fine ceramic rods 
•Pre-set sharpening angle •Lanyard hole •9-3/4" overall •Instructions 
included.    

sa50626 $6.99 ea. 
MSRP $15

pocket stone
Features: Slight seconds 
with minor appearance 
irregularities •Bulkpacked 
•4" x 1- 5/8" x 1/2".

sI1075 $3.49 ea.  

neW! 8" sharpening steel
Features: Impact resistant black plastic handle •Hanging ring 
•13" overall.

mI235 $3.99 ea.

tri-hone kits
Ideal for sharpening sport knives, kitchen cutlery, 

chisels, wood carving instruments, and more! 
Features: Aluminum oxide, soft Arkansas, and hard 
Arkansas stones •Mounted on a triangular wooden 

base •Includes 1 oz. bottle of premium honing oil. 
large- 10" x 1-5/8" x 1/2". 

sItrI10 $39.99 ea.
Medium- 8" x 1-5/8" x 1/2". 

sI30164 $29.99 ea.
small- 6" x 1-5/8" x 1/2". 

sI30163 $29.99 ea.
coMbination Water stone

Features: J1000 and J6000 grit Novaculite 
double sided stone •Measures 8" x 3" x 1" 

•Silicone non-slip base included.

sI30946 $59.99 ea.

dual 
grit!

tennessee big stick- Ceramic rod •11-3/4" overall. 

sI1020 $1.99 ea.

big John super stick
1" diameter ceramic rod •16" overall.

sI1000 $6.49 ea.  12 or More $4.95 ea. 

neW! rh preyda sharpening

coon p
all purpose 
kniFe care oil
Features: Repels dust
and dirt •Rust prevention 
and control 
•Environmentally safe
•(2) ounce bottle
•Tested safe on all handle 
materials and blades 
•Instructions included.
coonp2
$6.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MR291
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SA50626
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI1075
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=MI235
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SITRI10
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI30164
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI30163
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI30946
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI1020
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SI1000
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=COONP2
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Knives not included.
Shown 
closed.

stand-up knife display pack
Features: Converts to stand-up display •Hardshell 
vinyl construction •Plush interior with elastics
•Holds (4) large or (8) mini •Velcro closure
•6" x 6-1/4" x 1-1/4" closed.

ac176 $8.99 ea.
Converts to 
stand-up 
display.

cordura® safety pouches 
Features: Cordura® construction •Plush linings 
•Zipper closures.

X-large- 17". 

ac121 $3.99 ea.

X-small- 7". 

ac118 $1.99 ea.

Shown 
open.

Shown open.

vinyl knife storage pouches 
Features: Vinyl construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.

large- 14" x 5" x 1". ac99 $3.99 ea.

Medium- 11" x 3-1/2" x 1". ac98 $2.99 ea.

small- 7-1/2" x 3" x 1". ac97 $2.99 ea.

Mini- 5-1/2" x 2-1/4" x 1". ac147 $1.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

X-large carry-all 
storage roll
Features: Soft vinyl construction •Plush 
lining •Stitched elastics hold (54)
knives or other products in place
•Closed size depends on
contents •Plastic handle 
•Buckle and adjustable
strap closure 
•11-3/4" x 39" open.

ac90 $14.99 ea. Knives not included.

knife collector's briefcase
Features: Black vinyl construction •Felt interior 
•Plastic handle •Holds (42) knives 
•Zipper closure •13" x 10-1/2" 
x 1-1/4" closed.
ac196 

$9.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

carry all knife pack 
Features: Black fabric construction •Zippers and 
velcro closures •Exterior pocket •Red felt interior 
•Holds (16)
pocketknives 
•Measures 7" x
10-1/4" x 
1-1/8" closed. 
ac141
$8.99 ea.

Holds
 16 Knives!

nylon knife briefcase 
Features: Nylon construction •Holds (22) straight or folding knives 
•Zipper closure •Detachable center panel
•(2) exterior pockets
•Measures 15-1/2" x 9-1/2" x 4". 
ac128 

$14.99 ea.

Detachable 
center panel!Shown 

closed.

plush protection knife pack
Features: Nylon construction with carry handle
•Plush lining •Stitched pockets •Holds (12) •Velcro closure.

ac111 $6.99 ea.

Shown open.

a super 
protector!

collector knife storage packs
Features: Hardshell vinyl construction 
•Snap closures •Plush interior 
with elastics.
X-large- Holds (24) •10-1/2" 
x 22" open.

ac95 $14.99 ea.
large- Holds (12) •10-1/2" 
x 13" open.

ac94 $11.99 ea. 
Knives not included.

tactical cordura® knife pouches
Features: Cordura® construction •Double-slider zippers with 

cord pulls •Fabric interiors •MOLLE compatible.
7"- (1) interior pocket.

ac181 $2.99 ea.  
9"- (2) interior pockets.

ac180 $3.99 ea.

Shown open.Back.Knives not 
included.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC176
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC121
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC118
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC99
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC98
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC97
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC147
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC90
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC196
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC141
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC128
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC111
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC95
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC94
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ac181
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC180
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Formed NyloN 
Folder sheaths

sheath For large Fixed blade kNiFe
Features: Stitched and riveted, black heavy duty nylon 

construction •Fits up to 7" long blade 
•Fits belt to 3-3/4" wide. 

sh913 $2.99 ea.

carry-all sheath
Features: For knife to 

4-1/2" closed •Heavy duty nylon 
construction •Interior pen loop •Velcro 

closure •Fits belt to 2-1/2" wide.

sh1097 $2.99 ea.

Holds an ink pen too!
(not included)

18" machete sheath
Features: Black composition construction •Black coated metal 
safety latches and belt hook •For machete with 18" blade.

on18p $7.99 ea.

lighter sheaths
Features: Nylon construction •Snap 

closures •Fit belts to 1-3/4" wide.

denim sh283 black sh281

your choice $1.99 ea.   

3 or more $1.49 ea.

     carry-all molle
      compatible Fixed
       blade sheaths
       For knife with up
          to 7-1/4" blade 
           •Multiple carry 
             options •Liners 
              •Leg ties.

urban camo 
sh1017 

black 
sh1016  

V
e
r
t
i
c
a
l

Wear 
it tWo 
Ways!

horiZoNtal

toP grade
 tactical kNiFe sheaths 

Features: Heavy duty nylon construction 
•Velcro closures.  

molle compatible utility- Fits knife 
or tool to 4" closed •Flap doubles as 

zipper pouch •Drain hole •Fits belt to 
3" vertically or 2-1/2" horizontally.  

sh1074 $4.99 ea. 

carry-all 
molle compatible 
Multiple carry options 

•Fits knife or tool to 
3-1/2" closed

•Utility pocket and 
belt loop adjustments

•Fits belt to 2-1/2".  

sh435 $3.99 ea.   

your choice 

$4.99 ea.

                              combat ready survival 
                           Fits knife to 5" closed 
                         •Lashing holes •Removable   
                        paracord with adjustment 
                       slider •Fits belt to 2-1/4"    
                     vertically, 1-1/2" horizontally.  

                         CBR002 $3.99 ea.  

Fixed blade NyloN sheaths
Features: Stitched and riveted nylon construction 

•Velcro closures.

Fits 6" blade/black 

sh264 $3.99 ea.

Fits 8" blade/black 

sh266 $4.99 ea.

Fits 5" blade/camo sh261 $2.99 ea.

basketweaVe
leather sheaths

Features: Stitched leather 
construction •Snap closures •Fit belts 

to 2-1/2" wide.

Fits 4" closed sh1092 $3.99 ea.

Fits 5" closed sh1093 $4.99 ea.

Fits 3" closed 

sh278 $1.99 ea. 
(also available) 
Fits 4"-5" closed sh280 
Fits 3"-4" closed sh279
your choice $2.99 ea. 

Features: Form fitted nylon  
construction •Velcro closure 

•Vertical/horizontal wear. 

horiZoNtal 
wear sheath
Features: Stitched genuine leather 
construction •Horizontal wear only; 
fits belt to 1-3/4" wide 
•Measures 4" x 1-1/2".
sh1174 

$4.99 ea.

carry-all leather 
sheath
Features: Leather 
construction •Fits belt to 
3" wide •Stud and notched 
tab closure •For folding 
knives to 5" closed. 

sh1019 

$6.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH913
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH1097
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=ON18P
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH283
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH281
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH1017
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH1016
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=sh1074
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=sh435
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cbr002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH264
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH266
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH261
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH1092
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH1093
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH278
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH280
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH279
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH1174
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SH1019


Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN June 2019

NEW! Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
wn39049c 

NEW! 
Medium Trapper

3-7/8" closed. 
wn29104c 

NEW! Whittler
3-1/4" closed. 
wn29046c 

winchester® collector's edition
pocketknives

Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Brown checkered 
bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, "WINCHESTER" 

bullet shields, and ringed, pinched bolsters
•Custom cigar box packaging. 

NEW! Large Toothpick
5-1/2" closed.
wn19102c 

72

Small Trapper
Lanyard hole

•3-3/4" closed. 
wn2904c

Barlow
3-1/2" closed. 
wn29120c

Moose- 4" closed. 
wn29123c

Custom cigar boxes.

your choicE 

$24.99 ea.

NEW! WiNchESTEr® fraMELockS
Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades with flippers 
•Thumb studs and ridges •Assisted opening •Stainless 
steel handle frames •Pocket clips.

Tanto
Stonewashed blade and handle 
with black G-10 scale •Lanyard 
hole •4-7/8" closed. 
wn14098

clip Point
Two tone blade •Blackwashed handle with black 
carbon fiber scale •4-5/8" closed. wn14097

Pocket clip.

your choicE 

$12.99 ea.

WINCHESTER is a registered trademark of Olin Corporation and
is used with permission. Produced under license by Blue Grass Cutlery,
Inc. - Knife Licensee, 20 East Seventh Street, Manchester, Ohio 45144.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN39049C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN29104C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN29046C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN19102C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN2904C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN29120C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN29123C
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN14098
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WN14097
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Single Strap Drop 
Leg Holster
Features: Ballistic nylon 
construction •Metal and 
composite hardware 
•Adjustable strap and 
leg harness.  

ac205 $11.99 ea.

GUNS NOT INCLUDED.

16" ac188 

$6.99 ea.

(also available)
8-1/2"- No carry handle.

ac183 $4.99 ea.

11-1/2" ac186 $5.99 ea.

14" ac1870 $6.99 ea.

Padded 
interiors.
Gun not 

included.

DeLuxe piStoL caSeS
Features: Fabric construction •Carry handles 
(except where noted) •Zippered outer 
pockets with pull cords •Padded interiors
•Heavy duty zippers •D-rings.

10-1/2"
ac185 

$5.99 ea.

conceaLeD carry acceSSorieS 
Affordable concealed carry options for most standard pistols. All adjust to fit most sizes.

Shoulder Holster
Features: Ballistic nylon 
construction •Metal and 
composite hardware 
•Adjustable shoulder 
harness •Pistol holster 
•Ammo pockets. 

ac204 $12.99 ea.

Waistband 
Holster
Features: Vinyl 
and ballistic nylon 
construction 
•Spring steel clip 
•Loop that fits belt 
to 2-1/2" wide. 
ac208 

$4.99 ea.

ankle Holster
Features: 
Vinyl, elastic 
and velcro 
construction 
•4" wide 
•Adjustable to 
fit most sizes. 
ac207 

$4.99 ea.

universal Hip 
Holster
Features: Ballistic 
nylon construction 
•Metal and composite 
hardware •(1) 
magazine pouch. 

ac206 $9.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

Double pistol range case
Features: Ballistic nylon and 
padded felt construction 
•Zipper closure •(2) interior 
pistol pockets •(6) interior 
magazine pockets •(1) large 
exterior pocket •Web 
handles •Measures 15" x 
12" x 1-3/4" closed.

ac203 $14.99 ea.

Safety pack 
nyLon gun caSeS

PROTECT YOUR GUNS!
Features: Nylon construction

 •Zip closures •Soft padded interiors.

camo
9" ac126c

BLack 
9" ac126 

12" ac127
15" ac125 

camo
15"

ac125c

your cHoice $4.99 ea.

(also available)

BLack cHipBoarD coLLection DiSpLay caSeS

DimenSionS

3-1/4" x 4-1/4" x 3/4"  .....DS3848  ......................$3.99 ea.

4-1/2" x 5-1/2" x 3/4"  .....DS4454  ......................$3.99 ea.

6" x 5" x 3/4" .........................DS5600  ......................$4.99 ea.

6" x 8" x 5/8" .........................DS6800  ......................$4.99 ea.

8" x 12" x 5/8"  ......................DS812R  ......................$6.99 ea.

12" x 16" x 5/8"  ...................DS12RG  ......................$9.99 ea.

8" x 14-1/2" x 1"  .................DS260  .........................$8.99 ea.

12" x 16" x 2" .........................DS12DP .......................$12.99 ea.

8" x 14-1/2" x 1-1/2".........DS270  .........................$9.99 ea.

8" x 12" x 2" ............................DS812D  ......................$9.99 ea.

14" x 20" x 2" .........................DS390...........................$17.99 ea.

Features: Clear glass fronts •Polyester cushion filling inserts •Available in the following sizes (not all sizes pictured):

  Shown open.

neW! DuaL SiDe SHarpening StoneS
Features: Dual sided corundum construction •Each stone includes 
a rubber base •Measures 7-1/8" x 2-3/8" x 1-1/8".

120/240 grit 

212873 $7.99 ea.

1000/6000 grit 

212875 $14.99 ea.

1000/3000 grit 

212874 $12.99 ea.

dUal SidE STONES PUT 
ThE PERfECT EdGE ON 

all YOUR bladES!
Enlarged to show detail.

Shown on base.

Reversible 
dual sided 
stones fit 
on base.

Use smaller grit 
for sharpening

Use larger grit 
for honing.
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AC183
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personal defense HYdra-sHok®
Proven since its introduction in 1989, Hydra-Shok® remains one of the most popular choices among self-defense experts. Federal 
Premium® uses stringent manufacturing processes and rigorous testing to ensure Hydra-Shok® loads perform accurately and consistently. 
Caliber desCription rounds item # priCe 

38spl 129GR 20 p38hs1 $16.99 ea.

40s&W 180GR 20 p40hs1 $16.99 ea.

40s&W 155GR 20 p40hs2 $16.99 ea.

40s&W 165GR 20 p40hs3 $16.99 ea.

44maG 240GR 20 p44hs1 $28.99 ea.

45aCp 230GR 20 p45hs1 $18.99 ea.

9mm 124GR 20 p9hs1 $16.99 ea.

9mm 147GR 20 p9hs2 $16.99 ea.

personal defense HYdra-sHok® loW reCoil
Low Recoil offerings provide similar performance while significantly reducing 
muzzle rise, improving accuracy and target acquisition.
Caliber desCription rounds item # priCe 

380aCp 90GR 20 pd380hs1 $14.99 ea.

38spl 158GR 20 pd38hs3h $15.99 ea.

45aCp 165GR 20 pd45hs3h $19.99 ea.

9mm 135GR 20 pd9hs5h $18.99 ea.

personal defense Hst® 
Effective self-defense requires ammunition that provides consistent expansion, optimum penetration and superior terminal performance.  
And HST® delivers. That’s why it’s already the duty load of choice for law enforcement officers throughout the world. Its specially designed 
hollow point won't plug while passing through a variety of barriers, and the bullet jacket and core hold together to provide nearly 
100 percent weight retention through even the toughest materials.
Caliber desCription rounds item # priCe 
Hst®
380aCp 99GR 20 p380hst1s $16.99 ea.

40s&W 180GR 20 p40hst1s $21.99 ea.

9mm 124GR 20 p9hst1s $21.99 ea.

9mm 147GR 20 p9hst2s $21.99 ea.
Hst® miCro speCial
38spl+p 130GR 20 p38hst1s $18.99 ea.

9mm 150GR 20 p9hst5s $21.99 ea.

lake CitY
Caliber   desCription rounds  item # priCe 

5.56nato  55GR FMJ  500 (in case) XM193Cs $149.99 ea.

5.56nato  62GR GREEN TIP  120 (in ammo can) XM855LpC120 $37.99 ea.

5.56nato  62GR GREEN TIP on stripper clips 420 (in ammo can) XM855LC1AC1 $139.99 ea.

Fedex GROUNd SHIPPING ONLY
Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he 

can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.
Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NY, NJ, IL, CT and dC.

Ammo sales are final. No returns/exchanges.

Premium. 
It's just a word to the 
rest of the world, but 
at Federal Premium® 

Ammunition, it's 
who they are. All of 
their products are 

designed and crafted 
for the ultimate in 

shooting and hunting 
performance.

Xm193Cs Xm855lC1aC1Xm855lpC120
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Fedex GROUNd SHIPPING ONLY
Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.
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Since their inception, conventional hollow point pistol bullets have 
performed well, but have never delivered 100% reliability, especially in 
self-defense situations. The patented Flex Tip® technology used in Critical 
Defense® ammunition eliminates the clogging and inconsistency that 

often plagues hollow point bullets. Hornady® achieved this by using the same tip material used 
in LEVERevolution® ammunition. All CriticalDefense® ammunition is loaded in nickel-plated cases 
for chamber visibility.
Caliber DesCription rounDs item # priCe 

380aCp 90GR FTX 25 90080 $16.99 ea.

9mm 115GR FTX 25 90250 $16.99 ea.

9mm 100GR FTX 25 90240 $16.99 ea.

9X18maK 95GR FTX 25 91000 $16.99 ea.

38spl 90GR FTX 25 90300 $17.99 ea.

38spl 110GR FTX 25 90310 $17.99 ea.

38spl+p 110GR FTX 25 90311 $17.99 ea.

357maG 125GR FTX 25 90500 $19.99 ea.

40s&W 165GR FTX 20 91340 $16.99 ea.

44spl 165GR FTX 20 90700 $15.99 ea.

45aCp 185GR FTX 20 90900 $17.99 ea.

45lC 185GR FTX 20 92790 $16.99 ea.

410Ga TRIPLE DEFENSE 20 86238 $12.99 ea.
ConCealed Carry 
Reliability.

american made and built on tradition - these are the 
hallmarks of Frontier® Cartridge.
Frontier® Cartridge features Hornady bullets in .223 Rem and 5.56 NATO. Applications range 
from plinking, target shooting and hunting to law enforcement training and self-defense.

Caliber DesCription rounDs item # priCe 

.223rem 55GR FMJ BT 20 fr100 $5.99 ea.

.223rem 55GR SPIRE POINT 20 fr120 $6.99 ea.

5.56nato 55GR FMJ FM193 20 fr200 $5.99 ea.

5.56nato 55GR HP 20 fr240 $6.99 ea.

5.56nato 62GR FMJ 20 fr260 $6.99 ea.

5.56nato 62GR SPIRE POINT 20 fr280 $6.99 ea.

5.56nato 62GR BT HP 20 fr300 $6.99 ea.

5.56nato 68GR BT HP 20 fr310bx $7.99 ea.

5.56nato 75GR BT HP 20 fr320 $8.99 ea.

.223rem 55GR FMJ BT 1000 fr106             $299.99 ea.

ConsistenCy in eveRy CaRtRidge
State-of-the-industry loading techniques and quality control procedures 

ensure the reliability of every Frontier® Cartridge round.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=90080
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https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FR106
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Fedex GROUNd SHIPPING ONLY
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each box 
marked with 

what's inside.

SPEER GOLD DOT ammuniTiOn
When those who put their life on the line every day choose Speer, it says more than words ever can. Speer Gold Dot is the number 1 choice of 
law enforcement for good reason--unfailing reliability, unmatched terminal performance and superb accuracy.
CaLibER DESCRiPTiOn ROunDS     iTEm #                      PRiCE 

25auTO 35GR HP 20 23602 $15.99 ea.

32auTO 60GR HP 20 23604 $17.99 ea.

380aCP 90GR HP 20 23606 $15.99 ea.

9mm 115GR HP 20 23614 $17.99 ea.

9mm+P 124GR HP 20 23617 $17.99 ea.

9mm 147GR HP 20 23619 $17.99 ea.

9mm 124GR HP 20 23618 $17.99 ea.

45aCP 230GR HP 20 23966bx $22.99 ea.

357SiG 125GR HP 20 23918 $19.99 ea.

357maG 125GR HP 20 23920 $21.99 ea.

357maG 158GR HP 20 23960 $21.99 ea.

40S&W 165GR HP 20 23970 $19.99 ea.

40S&W 180GR HP 20 23962 $19.99 ea.

10mm 200GR HP 20 54000 $22.99 ea.

44SPL 200GR HP 20 23980 $24.99 ea.

45aCP 185GR HP 20 23964 $22.99 ea.

45aCP44SPL

40S&W

357maG
357SiG

9mm
380aCP32auTO25auTO

Proven by law 
enforcement.

bLazER® bRaSS 
CaLibER  DESCRiPTiOn ROunDS iTEm # PRiCE 

380auTO  95GR FMJ 50 5202 $13.99 ea.

380auTO  95GR FMJ 1000 5202cs $239.99 ea.

9mmLuGER 115GR FMJ 50 cc5200 $8.99 ea.

9mmLuGER 115GR FMJ 1000 5200cs $172.99 ea.

9mmLuGER  124GR FMJ 50 5201 $8.99 ea.

9mmLuGER 124GR FMJ 1000 5201cs $172.99 ea.

9mmLuGER 147GR FMJ 50 5203 $8.99 ea.

9mmLuGER 147GR FMJ 1000 5203cs $172.99 ea.

38SPL  130GR FMJ 50 5204 $13.99 ea.

38SPL  130GR FMJ 1000 5204cs $269.99 ea.

40SW  180GR FMJ 50 5220 $12.99 ea.

40SW  180GR FMJ 1000 5220cs $244.99 ea.

40SW  165GR FMJ 50 5210 $12.99 ea.

40SW  165GR FMJ 1000 5210cs $244.99 ea.

45auTO  230GR FMJ 50 5230 $14.99 ea.

45auTO  230GR FMJ 1000 5230cs $276.99 ea.

PRiCE PER 
ROunD

28¢
24¢
18¢
17¢
18¢
17¢
18¢
17¢
28¢
27¢
26¢
24¢
26¢
24¢
30¢
28¢

vISIT FOR ALL YOUR 
AMMO NeedS!
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Magazines- Ammo not included.
P320 Magazines- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720 $19.99 ea.

1911- 2-pack of .177 caliber 16-round magazines. ampcbb16 $12.99 ea.

P226 X5- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720x $19.99 ea.

MPX/MCX- Single .177 caliber 30-round magazine •(3) extra belts. amrc17730 $21.99 ea.

elite v Crown
Caliber DesCriPtion rounDs iteM # PriCe 

380aCP 90GR JHP 20 e380a1 $11.99 ea.

40sw 165GR JHP 20 e40SW1 $16.99 ea.

40sw 180GR JHP 20 e40SW2 $16.99 ea.

44Mag 240GR JHP 20 e44ma1 $17.99 ea.

45aCP 200GR JHP 20 e45ap1 $17.99 ea.

45aCP 230GR JHP 20 e45ap2 $14.99 ea.

9mm 115GR JHP 20 e9mma1 $11.99 ea.

9mm 124GR JHP 20 e9mma2 $11.99 ea.

9mm 147GR JHP 20 e9mma3 $11.99 ea.

air guns
CO2 operating systems •CO2 and pellets sold separately •FedEx Ground shipping only.

P226 X5
Fires .177 caliber pellets •Picatinny 
accessory rail •Adjustable sights 
•8.7" overall •Includes (1) 20-round magazine. 

airx5177Slv $119.95 ea. 
msRP $139.99

P320
Fires .177 caliber pellets 
•Full blowback metal slide 
•Rifled steel barrel •Manual safety 
•M1913 accessory rail •9.6" overall •Includes 
(1) 30-round rotary magazine. 

airp3230rb $99.95 ea. 
msRP $119.99

1911 spartan
Fires .177 caliber BBs 
•Fixed sights •M1913 accessory 
rail •Metal stock •MOLON LABE 
engraving on grips and slide 
•Custom Spartan grips 
•Skeletonized trigger •8.7" overall 
•Includes (1) 16-round magazine. 

air1911bbSp $95.95 ea. msRP $109.99

MCX asP- Fires .177 caliber pellets •4x24 scope and mounts •Rifled steel 
barrel •Tactical front grip •Synthetic stock •M1913 accessory rail •34.75" overall 
•Includes (1) 30-round magazine. 

airmcxScope1 $229.95 ea. 
msRP $269.99

Sig Sauer® ammunition elite MatCH graDe
Caliber DesCriPtion  rounDs iteM # PriCe 

300blK 125GR OTM  20 e300a1 $17.99 ea.

300blK 220GR OTM SUB-SONIC 20 e300a2 $17.99 ea.

Sig Sauer® air gunS - ShootS like a Sig becauSe it iS one

Co2- FedEx Ground shipping only.

90g- 2-pack. ac902 $14.99 ea.

12g- 5-pack. ac125co2 $4.99 ea.

Don't forget the ammo! 
wraith lead Pellets
.177 caliber •500 count. 

airWraitpb17 $14.99 ea.

ORIGINAL 
MOdeL SPeCS!

From magazines to CO2, if it says SIG, it's the best, most 
functionally engineered product available.
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Brown G-10 
RR1647

OD Green G-10 
RR1645

Tan G-10 RR1646

hanDle slaBs 
by ROUGh RyDeR
Features: Sets of (2) 
•4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4".

yOUR chOice 

$4.99 per pair

Red G-10 
RR1479

Black G-10
RR1478

Black/Tan G-10
RR1480

Black/Orange G-10
Black on one side, 

orange on the other. 
RR1879

Wood RR1877

camo G-10
Camouflage 

coloring is in the 
layers. RR1878

Black/Pink G-10 
RR1650

ROUGh RyDeR cUsTOm shOP DO-iT-yOURself knife kiTs
These kits come with the raw materials needed to create a custom knife-- then, with a little bit of patience, 
you take the rough "parts" and combine them into flawless beauties! Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Wood handle 
scales •Brass pins (extras included!) •(1) lock bar •(1) backspring •Attached bolsters •Assembly 
required •Instructions included •Closed lengths are after assembly.

small lockback
Nickel silver liners 
•3-3/8" closed. 

RRcs4 $7.99 per set

RRCS5 shown assembled.

make youR own 
Rough RydeR 

knives!

D.i.y. knife kiT
Features: Gift box •(2) one-piece liners/
bolsters •Fileworked backspring 
•Stainless steel blade •Wood handle 
scales •Silver and brass finish rivets/
pins •4-3/4" closed when 
assembled •Instructions included.

mi159 $9.99 per set

large lockback
Brass liners •5" closed. 

RRcs1 $9.99 per set

IMPORTANT SAFETY 
NOTE: Blade edge is 
sharp and should be 

taped before assembly 
to avoid injury.

sPecial! schRaDe® knife PaRTs
FIVE POUNDS of miscellaneous, assorted 
and sundry parts from the original Schrade 
factory buyout years ago! Conditions, 
materials, types and ages of parts 
vary--our choice only. Make a knife 
display or see what you can create!

5lb $19.99 per 5 pounds

Weight may vary 
slightly due to 

packaging.

Majority of parts were USA made!

attention  
knife  

makeRs!

small- 4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4".

yOUR chOice $2.99 per pair

slaB sTyle ameRican WOOD hanDles
Sets of (2). (also available) 

BOWie size- 5-1/2" x 2" x  3/8". 
Walnut WH01 cherry cH01 Oak OH01

yOUR chOice $3.99 per pair
cherry RR1482 Oak RR1481Walnut RR1483

Handles are factory fresh 
dyed. To help set the color, 

wipe with lemon oil or 
other stabilizing agent.

BOne hanDle slaBs
Features: Sets of (2)
•Approximately 3" x 1" x 1/8".

yOUR chOice $4.99 per pair
Green smooth mi0170Green Jigged mi0171 Red Jigged mi0173 Red smooth mi0172

smooth Brown mi151 Blue smooth mi0174 White smooth mi0168amber Jigged mi0169

single Bolster lockback
Nickel silver liners 

•3-1/2" closed.

RRcs5 $6.99 per set

GenUine ceDaR 
hanDle slaB PaiRs
A unique handle material that is also perfect for 
carving. Features: Sets of (2) •Appearance will 
vary but all have the beauty of natural cedar.

small- Each slab 
measures 4-1/4" 
x 1-1/2" x 1/2". 
cdH02 

$2.99 ea.

large- Each slab 
measures 5-1/2" 
x 2" x 1/2". 
cdH01 

$3.99 ea.
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StainleSS Steel Blade BlankS
Features: Stainless steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing (except where noted)

•May or may not have pre-drilled holes.

*Measurements listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.

5-3/4" Modified Clip Point- Push tang. 

bl120 $9.99 ea.

Create your 
own knife!

6-3/8" Upswept 
Skinner- Push tang.

bl103 $9.99 ea.

5" Guthook
Push tang •No guard.

ah011 $6.99 ea.

6" Trailing Point 
Skinner- Push tang.

bl099 $9.99 ea.

6-1/8" Skinner- Push tang. 

bl104 $9.99 ea.

damaScuS Steel Blade BlankS
Features: Damascus steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--
may need securing (except where noted) •May or may not have pre-drilled rivet holes.

5-1/2" Upswept Skinner- Full tang. 

bl040 $24.99 ea.

6" Small Bowie- Push tang. 

bl001 $9.99 ea.

5-1/2" Bowie- Push tang •No guard.

bl001d $22.99 ea.

5" Drop Point- Full tang. 

bl095 $24.99 ea.

4-1/2" Clip Point- Full tang •No guard. 

bl123 $22.99 ea.

2-1/2" Stubby Skinner
Full tang •No guard. 

bl124 $19.99 ea.

8" Medium Bowie- Push tang. 

bl002 $10.99 ea.

10" Clip Point Bowie- Push tang. 

bl003 $12.99 ea.

8" Medium Bowie- Full tang. bl008 $10.99 ea.

5" Wide Skinner- Push tang.

bl010 $8.99 ea.

5-1/2" Skinner/Narrow- Full tang. 

bl011 $9.99 ea.

5-1/2" Skinner
Full tang •No guard.

bl011d $22.99 ea.

3" Drop Point Skinner- Full tang.

bl013 $6.99 ea. 

6" Riverboat Bowie
Full tang.

bl055 $9.99 ea.5-1/2" Upswept Skinner- Full tang. 

bl092 $8.99 ea.

3-1/2" Skinner- Full tang. bl071 $5.99 ea.

StainleSS Steel Bar
Features: 420A stainless steel

•Measures 12-1/4" x 2-1/8" x 3/16".

bl088 $6.99 ea.  

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL120
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL103
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=AH011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL099
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL104
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL040
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL001
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL001D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL095
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL123
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL124
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL002
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL003
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL008
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL010
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL011
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL011D
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL013
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL055
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL092
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL071
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=BL088
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Doctor's Knife
3-3/4" closed. 
frsw120mag 

$12.99 ea.

NEW! stEEl Warrior libErty bEll pocKEtKNivEs
Features: 440 stainless steel blades •White smooth bone handles with accents of red and blue smooth bone

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and spacers
•Antique brass liberty bell shields. 

NEW! frost trump KNifE & trucK sEt
Linerlock features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Red aluminum handles with 
front embellishment •Pocket clip •3-1/2" closed. 1966 Chevrolet Truck features: Diecast metal, 

plastic and rubber construction with full color graphics on the door and roof of the cab •1:24 scale.

frputrump $39.99 per set

NEW! stEEl Warrior patriotic pocKEtKNivEs
Features: 440 stainless steel blades •Red, white and blue honeycomb design resin handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver bolsters and spacers. 

Wrangler stockman
3-7/8" closed. 

frsw112mag $14.99 ea.

small toothpick- 3" closed. 

frsw109mag $9.99 ea.

trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
frsw108mag 

$14.99 ea.

little peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
frsw107mag 

$9.99 ea.

choctaw lockback- 3-3/4" closed. 

frsw105mag $14.99 ea.

*****************************************************************

*******************************************************************

small toothpick- 3" closed. 

frsw109lb $9.99 ea.

Doctor's Knife- 3-3/4" closed. 

frsw120lb $12.99 ea.

barlow
3-3/8" closed. 
frsw163lb

$12.99 ea.

stockman
3-7/8" closed. 
frsw112lb 

$12.99 ea.

choctaw lockback
3-3/4" closed. 
frsw105lb 

$12.99 ea.

Roof detail.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW120MAG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRPUTRUMP
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW112MAG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW109MAG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW108MAG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW107MAG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW105MAG
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW109LB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW120LB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW163LB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW112LB
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=FRSW105LB
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Knives  not included.

victorinox® wood block
Keep steak and paring knives close at hand in their 

own block! Features: Hardwood construction •(6) 
slots (knives not included) •Measures 

4-1/4" x 5-7/8" x 2-1/2". 

v54180 $14.99 

$pecial $9.99 ea.

perfect size for 
counters!

Holds parers and 
misc. pieces!

Give Dad a juicy steak 
and something amazing 

to cut it with!

victorinox® Steak knife 
One of our best sellers, this steak knife is a great addition to 
your table. Features: Stainless steel serrated blade •Full tang 
construction •Black POM handle with triple rivets 
•9" overall •Made in Portugal. 

F41799 $7.99 ea. 

new! victorinox® fibrox® pro kitchen Set with in-drawer holder
With outstanding functionality, a cool, understated aesthetic, and ergonomic shape, this compact storage solution is a fresh take 
on the classic cutlery block. Features: Stainless steel blades •Fibrox® handles •6" chef's knife •7" Santoku 
•7" fillet knife •8" chef's knife •10-1/4" bread knife •Beechwood knife holder.

v61072 $229.99 per set

Best 
sellers!

YoUr choice 

$4.99 ea. 

victorinox® parerS
Features: 3-1/4" stainless steel blades •Polypropylene handles •7-1/8" overall. 

red plain v40601

black Serrated v40602
(also available) plain v40600

Great 
wedding 
gift idea!

new! SwiSS claSSic kitchen SetS
A set of professional knives is the building block of your kitchen. 
These sets contain all the essentials to chop, slice, dice, peel and pare 
your way to fine dining. Features: Stainless steel blades •Synthetic 
handles •4-1/2" tomato/table knife •7" Santoku with Granton blade 
•7" overall universal peeler •8" overall kitchen shears. 
red v87911 
(also available)
black v87874 

YoUr choice $77.99 per set

ideal for home 
cooks and 

professional 
chefs alike!

red Serrated v40603
white Serrated F42602
(also available) plain F40807

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V54180
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F41799
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V61072
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40601
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40602
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40600
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V87911
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V87874
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V40603
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=f42602
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=F40807
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With Nylon 
Sheath v53807
(also available)
With Leather Sheath v53806
your choice $149.99 ea.

SWiSStooL™ Spirit™ & ratchet combo
The SwissTool's superior quality and performance are evident the first 
time you pick it up •Stainless steel construction •Ten individual springs 
•Locking blades and tools with pushbutton release •Tools can be opened 
from the outside without opening pliers •Needlenose pliers •Combo edge 
blade •Small, medium and large screwdrivers •Wire cutter •Crate opener 
•Can opener •Bottle opener •Scissors •Metal file •Metal 
saw •Wood saw •Reamer •Phillips screwdriver •Chisel/
scraper •Isolation length cutter •Wire bender 
•Wire stripper/scraper •Round cutter 
•Hook •Coupling for corkscrew 
•Hard wire cutter •(2) hex 
bits •(2) Phillips bits 
•(2) Torx bits 
•Bit storage 
case •Ratchet 
•Ratchet extension 
•Lanyard hole 
•4-1/8" closed.

red v56341 

$31.99 ea.

farmer
Large blade •Wood saw 
•Reamer •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Keyring 
•Ribbed silver Alox 
handles •Engraveable
panel on back 
•3-1/2" closed. 
v53964 

$42.99 ea.

fieLdmaSter®
Large and small blades •Wood saw •Phillips screwdriver 
•Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer/sewing eye 
•Scissors •Hook •Tweezers 
•Toothpick •Keyring 
•Red composition handles 
•3-1/2" closed.

v53931 $35.99 ea.

MSRP $41

WorKchamp 
Large locking blade •Reamer/
punch/sewing awl •Can 
opener/small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•(2) Phillips screwdrivers 
•Wood saw •Metal saw/
metal file •Scissors •Pliers/
wire cutter/wire crimper
•Corkscrew/mini
screwdriver •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring
•Red polyamide handles
•4-3/8" closed. 

v53761 $97.99 ea. 

camper
Large and small blades •Wood saw •Corkscrew 
•Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer/sewing eye 
•Tweezers •Toothpick •Keyring 
•Composition handles •3-1/2" closed.
red v56301 
(also available) 
black v56303
your choice 

$25.99 ea.

Super 
tiNKerS
Large and small 
blades •Can opener/
small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/
wire stripper 
•Reamer/sewing eye 
•Phillips screwdriver 
•Scissors •Hook 
•Keyring •Tweezers 
•Toothpick 
•Composition 
handles 
•3-1/2" closed.

american flag 
v53342 

$33.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53807
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53806
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56341
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53964
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53931
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53761
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56301
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V56303
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V53342
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NEW! VICTORINOX® skIppER pRO
Tricky ties? "Knot" a problem! The Skipper Pro is like 
having a full sailing crew. Features: Locking, one-hand 
opening, large 2/3 serrated blade •Robust, lockable 
marlin spike •Can opener/small screwdriver •Lockable 
bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Reamer/punch •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring 
with bright orange lanyard cord •Blue 
polyamide handles •4-3/8" closed.

V36254 $89.99 ea.

83

NEW! CONTEsT ClassIC sd 
lImITEd EdITIONs 2019
For the 2019 contest, participating artists 
were given the theme "Food of the World," 
inspired by tastes and flavors around the 
globe. Join the ten favorite designs on a 
worldwide culinary journey. Features: Small 
blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors 
•Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring 
•Composition handles •2-1/4" closed. 

NaIl ClIppER
This little tool is small, 
light and comfortable 
enough to carry anywhere! 
Features: Stainless steel 
construction •Nail clipper 
•Nail file/screwdriver 
•Keyring •2-1/4" closed 
•Nylon pouch 
•Instructions included. 

V80510 $8.50 ea.

Shown 
open.

Shown actual size!

Walnut

V43743 $34.99 ea.

NaIl ClIp 580 
1-3/4" blade
•Nail file/nail cleaner 
•Nail clipper •Lever 
design serrated 
scissors •Keyring 
•Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Composition handles 
(except where noted) 
•2-1/2" closed. 

Red 

V04312 $21.99 ea.  

Translucent Ruby 

V04311 $21.99 ea. 

NEW! VICTORINOX® sWIssCaRd ClassIC spRINg spIRIT
The in-wallet multitasker has been given a colorful reinvention. 
Removable tools keep you ready for whatever your day involves. 
Features: Letter opener •Scissors •Pressurized ballpoint pen 
•Stainless steel straight pin •Standard/metric ruler •Nail file/
screwdriver •Toothpick •Tweezers •Rose and lilac botanical 
print ABS card-size frame •Measures 3-1/4" x 2-1/8" x 1/8".

V64448 $47.00 ea.

let It pop! 
V3l1910

gingerbread 
love 

V3l1909

Banana split 
V3l1908

swiss mountain 
dinner 
V3l1907

Burger Bar 
V3l1906

When life gives 
You lemons 
V3l1905

Chili peppers 
V3l1904

Tacos 
V3l1903

alps Cheese 
V3l1902

sardine Can 
V3l1901

YOuR ChOICE

$18.99 ea.

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V36254
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V80510
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V43743
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04312
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V04311
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=V64448
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Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
P.O. BOx 4430
SEVIERVILLE, TN 37864
1-800-251-9306

1-800-251-9306
or

(865)453-5871

Father's Day Wish List & Gift Guide

NEW! #1 dad aNd 
#1 graNdpa FoldErS

Features: Stainless steel blades •Cast metal handles 
embossed on fronts and backs •Can opener/cap lifter 

tool •Lanyard bail •3-1/2" closed. 

your choicE $7.99 ea.

NEW! 
FathEr'S day trappEr 
by rough rydEr
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•White smooth bone handles with 
front embellishment •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins and ringed bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed. 
rr22034dad 

$14.99 ea.

SpEcial purchaSE! lEathErMaN®
rEv®/cratEr® c33 coMbo
Rev® features: 100% stainless steel construction •Needlenose 
pliers and regular pliers •Wire and hard wire cutters •Wire 
stripper •420 HC knife blade •Package opener •Wood/metal 
file •Phillips screwdriver •Medium and small screwdrivers 
•Ruler •Can opener •Bottle opener •Replaceable pocket clip 
•3-7/8" closed. Crater® Linerlock features: 420 HC stainless 
steel blade •Thumb stud •Black glass filled nylon handles 
•Locking carabiner/bottle opener •Pocket clip 
•3-7/8" closed.
lm832635 

$39.99 
per combo 
MSRP $64.90

#1 grandpa 
sx1653

#1 dad 
sx1652

More gift ideas for Dad @

Combo 
packaging!

https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=RR22034DAD
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=LM832635
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SX1653
https://www.smkw.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=SX1652
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